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.ONAPTER
OBSERVING WRITING

liana"s'Tex: - Noveaber, Yea

_deo Story
On ay I ent to tne tided
Whin I oot to th rocas, a a aan

Th clown nipeo the *4n pet Sway

Then come steer wrest Ind
ean homad Harriniton Pi

Na ,y sited on 'his nor se after the
Harrington roPed the ca f
and 'the, cal V fel I down
and Harr indton ropes] tne rape a
Then -.Same r last, en44, hot east bh
A aid from Aladaaa mes first
Af ter his ride he *on the rodeo
THE ENO

',getting

before th

I maid nor,*

ki1G1400 nig .

This rodefli story is one of278texts collected over a two year ,

,Period 4:pn the O'odhem (Papago) Indien:Reservationin. Ari*ona. Th.
,reseerch observed AO writersfrom-e'eingle thirelgrade classroom mut. _ ,

,coritinuecF,thestudy_with 6 of the children who remained in the district
the next year.

In xiicent years, researchers have begun to identify,and understand
some of_ the significant variables 'of the wilting process, especially in
young'childrin developing literacy. significant body,of,knowledge is-
' growing: through case studies' and classroom observations: done: by

, researchers Such,ai Graves (1975, 1982), Emig (1969), Bissex (1980),
Milz (1982), _King and Rentel (1981), and Staton (1982), among'others.
This ieudy uses research -methodology' similar to theirs ",(especially,,
pitternid after, that of Gravea and his' associates, Graves, 1982), and
applies At to a culturally distinct population'. In order to.develop

:broader understanding , about
, the ,nature of children's writing'
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development, this study provides a pictume of the atd.Lø.nt of the
composing process of a selected number 00fIrnelsa- Tndis* children by
analyzing samples of their writing andligbe accompeNiftft field notes
describing how this writing was produced IOU** C144w1411511.

The writing process encompasses a Maid's predUctO.n of written
language which includes activity baba**, during, *Ad 4ter writing.
This definition of writing or composing Ls- a tiri. ended view of

iting as more than Just the sere se O*4 se 4airtd_ at one point
in time and core than 3ust * childfl* jL pTtt. The writing
process includes:

children choosing or being given a e-
children's rehearsal of that topic

drawing, or outlining;
the many interactions children engage iii wing writing;
the problems-children solve and the attiTegiis they use

while composing;
children's examination of their product after writing;
and the language and concepts children express about their

own writing or about writing in general.

The following aspects of writing will be raveald through da
analysis

n,

Social Context: The social context is explored through describing
both the classroom settings and the kinds of behaviors, both verbal and
non-verbal, that the children engage in as they write.

Linguistic Systems: Reaulta will be presented from the analyais
of two of the linguistic systems used in writing. The syntax of the
writers' compositions is analyzed by looking at the length of their
T-units,, clauses, and phrases, an' well as unusual and anomalous
syntactic structures. The analysis ,of the children's orthography
involves looking at how they use and control a variety of orthographic
features, such as ftpelling, punctuation, capitalization, and; letter
formation. The discussion identifies the extent to; which conventional
and invented forms are used and, for spelling, explores patterns
involving-high- and low-frequency words and types of invented spelling.

The Creation of Meaning: Many variables,go into the creation of
meaning in written text; those that will be discussed include ownership
and involvement, topic choice and development, genre, and stylistic
choices.

Research Context and Methodology
-- ---- -------

The study takes place in the Indian Oasis Public School District,
which covers an area of 3,000 square miles and is located entirely on
the O'odham Indian Reservation, about sixty-five miles west of Tucson,
Arizona. Ninety-seven percent of the student population is O'odham.
Eighty-five percent of the students are bused to school, some as far as
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fifty-seven miles. Approximately fifty percent of the stud nts live
either in, or within ten miles of, the governmental center of the
reservation. The remaining fifty percent live in villages scatte ed
throughout the reservation. Villages nay be as far as twenty miles
apart. Within one village, hoses may be separated by one to five
miles.

The first year, the research was -conducted a_ one _Centre ly
located elementary school in the dintrict, where the ten subjects were
in thee same third grade class. The second year, the six- remaining
subjects were in two classrooss in two different-schools. Half of the
subjects were In,: a ,speCially: organized 'pri-fourth.grade at the same
school the children attended forthird :grade, -while the others we're in
a fourth grade class at a middle achool_ eight miles awey. In order to:,
provide insight 'into the developmental range of 'writers' in third ,and
fourth grades, the subjects were chosen uising teacher judgment with
researcher corroboration to represent three developmental levels:
lower, middle, and upper.

Collection

In 'addition to -direct observation of children writing, deta
collection'procedures also involved interviews with theaublinOta Ind
their teicheis and' parents, as well as anecdotal notestiken:bY
researchers.

Obaervation of Writing

Writing samples were collected at frequent intervals 'for each,
subject. 'Each of these 4riting episodes,was, Observed:,by a resarcher'
uaing ,an inslrument calleeLthe Manual Observation Form,' adapted, from
Graves, (1975). ,,This_instruaent' serves primarily as a 'format , for
collecting fitild notes about whit children do as they-write.,A copy of
it,appears as-an appendix. Coding& such aa "revision" and "rereading"
were used to provide,a basis :,for future-:categorixation, and, whenever,
Poisibia?were'.:aceompanied bydetailed 'descripticins -of the activity.
The category system was_revised over thie tito yeais in ways suggested by
the data.' , Most: texts were-read ,by the subjeat onto an audio tape'at
the end,of the 13bseivation period to be used ,for, later clarification
whenever'necessary.

In addition to being observed by, researchers, writing episodes
were videotaped three or four ties& a' year for each subject.

Interviews with Subjects
_

Two different kinds of interviews were carried out with all the
subjects at regular intervals. Some aspects of the interviews were
adapted from procedures-used by Graves (1975).
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About three time& each year, interviews were conducted:_with the
subjects to -give them-a chance to discuss their own writing. These_
interviews were called :the bi-monthly Interviews After :reviewing
their most, recent compositions, the subjects were asked to r.ate them
-from best to poorest and to state rationalefor,:theirratings.,:The,,
subjects ,were ,then asked to vete tWpapers es'7 their: teacher sight,,
again stating 4 reaeon for their hypotheticalrankingw.'

, At the beginning and end of oach year, anothertype of intervie_
were- held with each subject; these inclUded: Auestions about the'::
composing process' handwriting, orthography, audience, genre; Aner
characteristics °Co good writer. Thi4urpoe bUthetwinterviews vac
to gain insight into the subjects' knowledgir4ibOUt langUage.-- '

Teacher Interview

Bi-monthly interviews were also held with each teacher. The
teacher raied_through the written work,of each-subject and wes asked to
rank, the writing. Once the rating' was completed; the,teacher' was
encouraged tortalk 'abdut each,piece, sharing,background information
about the purpose for the assignment, her personal reaction to the
piece, and her insights into the student's writing ability and
developsent.

Parent Interview
-- 7 --

Parents were
order, to develop'
that'our subjects
theirlife-styles'

Debriefing Motes
- -- - --

interviewed at the end of each year of the study La
a more complete picture of the literacy activities
engaged in at home, as well as to gain insight into
and interests.

The researchers, recorded any relevant observations, aboutthe,
classroom activities after each aession including detailed-descriptions
of writing curriculum and instruction.

, Data Base '

Dati colleCted over:the two ,years 4nvolvesten subjects in the first
year of the study andisix of those ten in the:4econd veer:

278 Texts
,13 Parent Intervie
63 Videotapes

32HConcepts of Writing Interv OWW
46 Bi-Menthly. Interviews

, ,



The 278 texts contain:

17026 words
2448 invantsd spell ings
1671 punctuation marks

2218 T-units
3142 clauses
25 phrases

,The data base also includes r ch 1nforsaton about the con
T-wh ChoechatUdent text Wit

Data Analysis

The primary tool of data.nalyrnImnvolved putting information
about each story into a format suitable for computer manipulation.
Each text was coded for invented spellings and other orthographic
features, the boundariea of syntactic units and the child's observable
behavior during the writing of the story. A computer program was
developed to reorganize the data in ways suitable for further analysis.
The frameworks developed for looking at each type of data were basd on
previous research, linguistic knowledge, and categories that emerged
from the data themselves. They will be discussed in the appropriate
sections of this paper.
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CHAPTER II
WRITING IN THE SOCIAL CONTEXT

Any act of coaposition -:.takes place in 1 context._, Two
_apects of.:context are relavnt here: classroom settings inwhich the
researeatook:41_1ece;- /arid ''Ythikinds:of activities the 'Children werdi

olved inas they wrote.:,

Clessroom Settings

This study took, piece in three different classrooms,' one third
grade, ono Ore-foUrth grade,-and one fourth grade. Each'teacher had her
own individual style and Ilhilosophy, about teaching and writing; the
only commonality' is that all provided time for writing on a_regular
basis.7Although th reseerchers hid many informal interactions,with' the
teachers:about writing curriculne-: and -instruction,,- we were mainly

robairversAn -these classroosio accepting' whet -we found and making no
attemptsic influenceinitruCtion,ar'to-impose ideas ,about tho.Writing
process.: The _classrooi desCriptionw that follow depict the research
-setting,and arenon=judgmental':in intent;, that is, rwe ire''neither
endorsing nor disavowing the teaching practices_nor the environments in
,whichAhey ocCured.

'The,first year of the, study took place in the ,district's primary
school, which4s located .in the'largest town and dministrative, center
of_thpreservationand consists of all the kindergarten through third
grade_classeeloi the 'whole district, with about' three classrooms, at
each 'grader level. Some' of 'the,teachersaive in the Community'and'some
'commute daily from Tucson,' some 70 miles away. The principal has lived
and Worked in the community for several years.

Linda Howard's Third Grade Class'

Linda Howard (pseudonyms have been used for all ,teachers and '
childran),:the,teacher fOr all 10 subjects during the.first, year, of the
study,' knows,' and,respects eVery one,of -her students an an individual
with:_specialneeds and strengths. 6-hatis a hardworking;:and creative,
teacheranOpends' hours,deSigning,elabCrete,units and bulletin:boards
ant other, materials. Shelmlieves strongly In the value of writing 'ac
an instructional tool, and integrates writing "across the curriculum".

Ns. 'Howard sets up_her_instructional prograi tieing twenty-minute
work ,periods.' Students ,spend 'time et learning, centers -during, the
morninT and Aaert of: the ,afternoonvleaving: the rest,of the. afternoon
forsustained' silnt reading,, special projects and ,,other :activities.
In:mciatceees,thechildren' work in_groups ,on assigned tasks which!they
co-split/a Lithe specified time. After 'roll call and, lunch, count, a
typicil,day,begins with a teacher- directed, whole group discussion of ,

the dey's activities and lessons. During this-- time, Ns.', Howard often
conducts special' whole group lessons'or ahows filmstrips and moiies.
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-:_ Ma. Howard-divides_the students into six groups. Sho explainsto
_the children that they-are ,not grouped on the basis of ability but
because, ''thay work_well_togother"'__The students save, -as designated'',
,groups, from center to e_7enter, until they visit ach center, usually _

four or,five of then inythe corning and the,remainder in the afternoon.
Every 20-minutaap'an aggtiser bell rings, alerting,the, children, that
they_have five minuteatoiclean-sp and to-movetrith..-,nextCenter. At

, the writing center, students develop a senaarof howlonv24, einutea is
and gear :their work. tothia:tiee)constraint. Sometimei wheritudenta
want,to completei,e'stOrybefore 'the tia0 ia up, they_ write quick
Cioneluaioni rather thenputtingaway an unfinished story.

Almost ell classroom writing is asaigned, related, either to
holidays or to instructional unite. Thui the children Wrote.stories
connected with each' of, the' *kw. holidaysHalloween, Thanksgiving,
Christmas, Valsntina's Day, and Eaater"as_ well as for special'events
such-as the rodeo and carniVal.

Ma._Howard 'builds writing into: her,'entire program, ao that the
'childienexPerience ,writing-in'sociel studiea,,acience, linguage erta
'and health.The', addial' studies units during, the year of the' study
included:the fiftyatateso early, Papago life, life inSwitzeiland,'and
ancient Egypt. :The moor ,acience unit centered on space and the -nine
planets, and the language,-arta,:Unita included fairy tales, tall_tales,
.juit-ao atoriea,,and'hmiku. In addition, there was one- health unit,

concerned with fire and bicycle safety.

Aosigned writing in :jig. Howard's room covers a variety of
,functions and,rangia from narrative stories 'to letter writing to ,

expository reports. The Children Were also asked to write in 30urnala,
but dueto alack of,tine. lAteme were,not continued. In addition, As. :

Howard's children wrote haiku dnring a Japanese poetry unit.

Am a rule, 'Ma. Howard introduces a,' new writing assignment with an
example. ,For' inaten64, ,duringt the Tall. 'Tales 'unit she .read 'the
atudenta,storiearsbout paulmBunyan,,Pecoa Bill, and JOhn Hebrysind then.,
encouriged them, to' write,eimilaX stories about their, favorite Tall Tale
hero. On anether occasion, when the, class -was atudying, the Sine
planetav Ma. , Howard told'the children'about an imaginary trip that ,ahe
had'taken in-herHapaceshiP'ind' what she had seen ,out her porthale.once
she had landed. She,then'requeited that they write' a aimilar,story.'
using her'story an' a model.

'After the_initial introduction to a writing activity, the class am
group" generates,posaible ',story titles, which, Ms . lloward writes in

black letters on large' sheets of tagboard. She then honga,theseon'the
wall near the Writingcenter. When the children arrive at the :center,.
,they 'usually 'take a few minutes to scan the list of titles before
choosing 'one,and settling ,down to write a story to fit their selected
title. _

For some of the units, Ns. Howard made, elaborate bulletin,boards
,and tagboard folders with pictures and lists of questions, designed to
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stimulate the_ atudents. Wring _the circus, unit, for exasplai she
created folders of colorful- circus -photographs with a caption under ,

-esch-picturep-such es "You have run away froWhome to-Join the circus.
_Which circus act are you going 'to be?"

Once,,,based on,' our suggestions, Ma. Howard did encourage tha
children to write-about a topic of-their own choosing. However,- eince
her instruction is so intimately tied to writing, she believes it is
necessary, to assign'topica'that are related to the unit the cless_is
,presently,studying. She also-said' that she'believes that assigned
topics help children become better writers.

Ms. Howard instructs her students to bring their completed first
drafts to har for. editing. Time permitting, she usually asks thes toread their pieces tabor first. Then together Om and the'child go
back: Over :the piecev Me.'_ Howard usually _discuases and -circles-all
misspelled words, incorrect syntax, punctuation, and _other Writing
featuresi, ,Oim occasion, ,Ms;,, Howard also' spends an editingaeiiion,
helpingthe,child exPress meaning, mote-effectively. Towards,the.end: of
this,firit yeer of-Ahe study,', ehe allowed,sose of -ci.he more'capable

'istudentstohandle their ownediting;7, Once,,the 4diting iscompleteC
the children know they are 'expected to copy the corrected,lirst:draft
over on a new sheet of paper. Some itories are made into bound books;

Howard also has' a specified grading policy. _,-Students ere-
given4.'weekly'grade for Writing; at the'l'hoOinning of the'school year',
the children,had,toproducea"minimum aUthree,stories and, one' "bound
book" in :order to obtain an "outstanding" Igrade 'that week. shout
sid7year, sitar Ms. Howird decided her original policy' ,was tao
dasanding, thi* policy wes changed to two stories and'one book, par,
week.

Susan Caldwel Pre-Fourth Grade Class

Three of the,study's original;subJects were ,in Susan CaldWaWs;
Ame7fourth giede'classroom in YearrII of the ',, atudy.. They.were ,in the
sine school,that they,were in during Year Lof the'study,' whickusuallycontains clnly;, Grades 1-3f fourth' graders: 'normally" go to' the
intermediate::achool 'eightmiles'away. ,pre-fourth'grida''
of 21,children,consisted of thoaa,children 'whose third gradeteschers
feW they weren't' ready, :for,_ the- more rigorous'academic demands of'
fourth grade,in, the ,intersediate school. ,The:plans, were thit,all of,
the 'children would' be' in the fourth,grade-the next fall.

Ms. ,schedule ;consists of, severel saJor types of,
activityvhich resein:fairlyconsistent throughout, ,the year. Every

either, et:the beginning _of,the noiningor after, lunch, theris4i:e
free,reading' Period of 20 ninutes ar so. The'children spend1 thietims
reading ;silently or, readincraloud;to each other in small groupe.,'They
cines' 'Works es e'whOlia2groupTfor:,'math and.'eriting. A'largieChunk'of,
the day: is-'spent in snail groups2 which novs between four':learning
centers consisting 'Of half an.heur citach. Since 4 maJor,purposi_ef thi'
groUpi is to provide, for ,reading group tide with- the teacher, the
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children are grouped according to reading ability. The canters vary in
content depending on what aspect of the curriculum is being covered.
One group works on reading with the teacher, one group works with the
classrpoe aide, one group usually doom some :form of writing, and_one
group is involved in nose other non-teacher-directed activity. The
group activities range from reading instruction to theme-related
actiyities to language pattern activities. Expectations for the groups
working independently are made,clear and these sessions operate very
smoothly. The schedule ea e:wholla ia a flexible one which provides a
predictable frauewark for a variety of activities but change* somewh t
depending on thecurriculue end the children.

Since Ms. Caldwell Viet.* the children in this apecially organized
pr 7fourth grade claas , as having 'special needs and probleas, her
primary goal for the year was to get her students to:work well' together
AA a Claes Unit., As she felt this goal wasiming accomplished, she
do4oted increasingly eore onergyto her second goal, that of getting
thechildren "Up to fourth grade level" in all areas of the cUrricUlum.
Another important, goal, :which is obyious in everything she does, is
,that of treating the" children with affection and respect. The children
are, assumed to.floo interested in learning, end, in fact,,they do feel
that they are partners in learning with the teacher.

Ma.,Caldwall believes that her students are very interested in
writing,:and she takesadventage of _hia. Children usually write t ice
,a dy. During one of these( episodes, the whole class:writes on
self7aelected topice During the first' few months of thA(school year,
the children would spend half an hour :-:drawing and Coloring pictures and
'wire:then asked to write,,four sentences about their, pictures., :As the
.,year nrogressed,'Ms. Caldwellbelieyed they no longer needed to-, respond
vin,vviting to a ,picture, AO that this step was4liminated Hin Movember.
The writing time is'virtually always:followed by a shoring tilt. when
eany *(and often ell) of the children reed their:stories to ,thie class.
Onegoal of this activity la to help,,the Children feel'more comfortable
!peaking ln front Of a group. The,time',illowed for writing'and 'sharing,
isabout an:hour, but icunis longer ii,:necessery. :The eharing',.tiee is
also_ased by Ms. Caldwe4 to:answer' student :questions, auggest now
directions f:for their writing,'H and: for planned :instruction which
,r1alated directlyAo the'children's writing.

The group writing time is a liv ly one, filled'with a gOod dee
_ .

,inforaal,intsraction.:::: As a result, the children get many ideas for
topics tfroe each' other. For example, during September many of' the
children: drew And wroteabout the desert for days on end. Pac Man and

amerge&as popular topics in the fall.

The children also writemoat days in a "creative writing" center.
When Ms." CaldWell:,,,ia discussing the day's centers with thecless, she_

what they,:,might chooseHto,.:Write about. Some days
hereare.picturis or story-starters available,Tother days'she' suggest,

,that:they::write about a'content7rolated topic. They always'hevo:the:
oPtion:of,writing'On' a topic Of:t.htsir own choosing. Again.,if children

'Hhai,w,lio:idaas' at ''4irst," thalv:Often get 'them'frOm ,the'sioll 'group



interactions.

Most of the children's stories remain in first-draft, uned ted
form. SORO editing occurs on an epiaodic basis. For instance, the
teacher occasionally meets with small groups to auggest what changes
ahould be made in order to make a story into a book. Occasionally the
teacher meets with groups for other purposes related to writing. For
instance, if several children are having problems with capital letters,
she may call them together to work as a group. She also has a few
sessions of peer editing, where she meets with groups and guides them
in learning to be effective respondents to each other's work.

Yro summarize Ns. Caldwell's use of writing in the classroom can
be characterized ea being informal in tone although directive and
purposive. -111, informality As evidenced in the children's_ freedom to
choose their own writing topics with teacher support and suggestions
when teceSsary and to interect freely_: while writing.

, Ns. Caldwell'i
direct involveaent in the children's writing is also informal, but
enacts very definite goals. -:Shiehas a good deal :cif skillin taking
advintige of naturally arising opportunities for learning; some of
thole are spontaneoua end sose planned, but 411 arise out of ak sense of
the children's capabilities end :interests. Writing instruction in Ms.
Caldwell'iaclassroom la always directly related to the children's own
work; 'ehe was never observed conducting a formal,- out-of-context,

ting lesson.

Oarlene Psgett a Fourth Grade Class

Three of the sub3ects from Year I,of the study were promoted to
j)arlents -,Pagett's fourth grade; she teaches in an intermediate school
whichts eightieiles from the primary school and serves -grades folir
through sin for the entire district.

'a:typical morning in Ms,lagett's Class consists of a Path lesson
the entire class, 'followed by the, students working on up to four

gnments which ore :listed on :,the board. One of the assignmentm
typically-,:i4, the follow-up , to the , meth lesson. OtheraL includia
dictionary:skills, an ',Engliakor :social studies lesson, and a writing
assignment,- Students can choose the order in,which they willcompleta
the 'assignment', aware that all of them must be cospleted by lunch
time. For students who do not complete their work recess time is set
aside.

:Students are encouraged
They,are Xpected to talk as 1 t
, iwtheir:sests, Although quiet
.,seldom interrupted.

el

_ their hands if help is needed.
,possible:end requestedto remain
and interactions are condoned end

For :most sub3ect*,- whole class : ectivitisó and_ instruct on'
edominate, Plaints :grawingH from seeds weather pictures, and model

-volcanoes Wszwdisplayed at various timea. One deyfeolds were Orowing
-wthe,backbookeese, Carefully,*dited 4nd labeled, :Onesocial studies

sOn4ocused on'ithe Southwestern United States-. Assignments re Ct



Ms. Payett's recognition and appreciation of the_ aign licence of Native
American heritage end culture, and include writing and reading Native
Aserican style legenda and stories with a focus on the O'odham. Ms.
Pagett occasionally played a traditional Papago gaae with her class
which is &Jailer to soccer. Physical fitness is encouraged during
recess, including a one-mile run in which the teacher participat a with
the class. Ms. Pagett reads children's novels to her claas.

Although Ma. Pagett is personally interested in and committed to
iting, she frequently stated that her curriculum during the year of

the study was hampered by discipline problem* early in the year. She
never engaged her class in some activities that she had originally
planned including journal writing and conferencing.

All class members meintained correepondence with pen pals from
other small Arizona community. Almost all- writing la

taacher-assigned, including retellings' of 'films shown to -the class,
cresting stories from pictures, and coloring imaginative designs'_ with
acCompanying itiorisa The +assignments aro designed to give thestudents
varied xperiences:, ln writing. Occasionally, some of the aaxignmenta
are edited end proofread, as, for'example, stories the class wrote in

operation for a writing conference.

Summary

We were for unate to have the cooperati n of three different
:teachers during the course of the study. Although there were
similarities, each 'teacher had: a different curriculum focus for Hthe
year., Ms.' Howard developed units which introduced students to a wide
veriety'of content, Ms. Caldwell emphasized aelf-concept and :social
interaction, and Ma. Pagett :atresaed sthe land and culture of : the
Southwest.. All three teachers prOvided regular,: tile for writing, each
using it in a way that suited her curricular goals and teaching style.
We: were thus able to observe children'a writing in a variety of:
contexts.

Classroom Activities

_ovesber of the second year of this study, Gordon wrote the
ny story:



Gordon't Text - November, Year II

rams I 17J:RIMMMIIRV2gI

- '

nig.kt whn I was eomin floes fro. a TAO aii gae something
tnreai a reek at se

'and the rock hit Me very hard On the head
Stopped to See what hit me On the heed

land it maS a monster .

The monster had sharp teeth and-hed a hairy body .

Here are soma activities in which he was engaged during the half hour
or so it took his to write i

- Gordon gets up to change the date on the calendar, then apends 2-3
minutes putting the cards with the days on them in order before
returning to the writing center.

- He ssks, Does coming home from the football game mean that you:
weru going hoae from the football game?"

- "Does football game go together?" (i.e., should it be written as
one word?). He decides that there should be a space between FOOT
and BALL,but_smaller than the usual one between words_because
"they're together."

on looks up end whistles:try ng to get the,researcher's
_ntion to show her he'd used:a hyph n which they'd discussed

previously.'

- He looks at the GUINNESS BOOK OF WORLD RECORDS w _h Gary and Susan.

7 Gordon tells Gary he's just made a period in the shape of a diamond
Which'he liter erases.

He talks -ithGary'about Elvis Presley, they sing bits from
favorite songs, and talicabout the movie THE WALL.

- :He asks Gary about his story, then sings a line from THE
..."Hey:teacher, leeve those kidselone,"'end talks about the movie

-:some more.

minutea talking about the carniva
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movies with Gary.

- He asks the researcher if she "smokes weed" and talks about people
he knows who do.

- Gary asks the researcher if any words start with X. Gordon says
"exorcist," and he and Gary talk about that and other scary movies.

- Gordon rips his paper while erasing, pretends to y,looks to see
if the researcher wrote that down, looks for tape, fixes the rip,
talks about hie fingerprints on the tape.

- Gordon says to the researcher, who he knows won't tell him how to
spell words, "How do you spell SHARP? Just spell me it once."
(said in e pleading tone)

This description gives a sense of the rich personal,
interpersonal, and environmental contest in .which writing takes place
in the clasarooe.' When students write in a classroom, a host of
activities accompany the actual writing a d form a dynafmic part of the
literacy event. We collected data on the activities or behaviors which '
accompanied the writing and defined, categorized, end analyzod'thes.
From the beginning Of the atudy, the field'notes :collected on the
Hanual Observation Fors (see Appendix), included coded'indications of
the specific coints in the text when various types Of activitY
occurred.' The categories provided a way of Organizing a complex
variety: of data. Nine categories were eventually settled on; these
encompassed virtually all of the children'a activities during writing:

Drawings any graphie design not pa t of the language.'

2. Interruptions 7 overt verbal or non-verbal interactions which do
tot,seem directly related to the composit on. Includes solicited
interruptiona, which are initiated by the sub3ect,or unsolicited
interruptiona:initiated by the tacher or peers and including such
distractions as bell ringing or cis:Le:woos cossotion

3.. Resource use -:solicitations by the aubject of spelling,: _does, or
otherjeedback related to the composition. Resource use say be
inanimat*,-such as dictionariesi, pictures,',and writing on
blackboards, or human, such 'as asking someone'a question about the
writing

Rereading. silent:or oral readings of any part of the composItion
initiated by the aubJect at any time prior to being asked to reread
bvthe researcher at the end of the_writing episode,

Related talk commenta:or conversation (other than resource use o
teacher talk), related to the writing the aubject is doing:or the
writing,process in:general.

itten changes to the text,' of handwriting, spelling,
usually indicated by oreaures or crossing ou
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7. Stop and think - paus a wi hout overt language tias the sub3ecta
appear to be thinking about their composition.

8. Subvocalizing rehearsing, sounding out, spelling out, and
subvocalizing during the actual cosposing by the subject. Includea
speech, whispering, or mouth movements of phrases, words, letters
or sounds.

9. Teacher involvement - interactions between the teach r and the
sub3ect directly related to the child's composition. Teachers'
interruptions which appear not to be directly related to the
composition ere coded under interruptions.

The frequency of each of theLe behaviors in the 2 years of the
study is illuetrated in Table I. (All figures are in terms of
occurrences per hundrecFwords and refer to those six students for whom
there is data for:both years.)

Table I: Behaviors per 100 words

Year Year II Both Years

Revision 8.29 11.51 10.11

Subvocalization 7.47 9 39 8.56

Interruption 5.71 5.79 5.76

Stop & Think 4.36 6.32 5.47

Resource Use 3.87 4.26 4.09

Related Talk 2.87 3.80 3.39

Rereading 2.85 3.42 3.17

Drawing 0.02 0.33 0.20

Teacher 0.10 0.23 0.17
Involvesent

All 35 54 45.05 40.91

The figures in Table I represent -the number ,:of behaviors per
l'Undred words written that _the researchers were ableto observe and,

, code and can thereforelpe seen as a sOitemstic but not fully eXhaustive
reflection of that activity. Or, to put:,itr,enother wey, .there yes,at
least this euch,sctivity'going be but there may have been more. Kasten
(1984)i-'oneof the'researchers for thie study,',-hem -'dOne le-depth_



study of all theae behaviors and their interrelationships.

These behaviors fell into two categories: 1) active writing
behaviors, and 2) supportive writing behaviors. The _first category
includes behaviers that occur while a writer is actively engeged in
composing. This category includes (in order of frequency): revision,
subvocalization, atop and think, resource use, and rereading. These
kinds of behaviors nee* to be closely related to actual text production
in that they typically occur while the writer has pen or pencil in
hand. They involve the production of written language on paper,
reading it, changing it:or thinking:about it.

The': second category', supportive writing behaviors, are these
behavior, that sees to represent a different level of engagement in the
composing process; the pen:'or :pencil is not generally in hand, although
the more global, overall process of writing4s in *OWL ctistia 'till in
operation. This includesinterruptions, related talk, drawing, and
teacher involvement.Although those behaviors at times signal off-task
behavior, in most cases they are related to the overall composing
process. Since these behaviors, rarely occur-, in isolation from each
other, examples of their influences will be 'best seen as part of the
ongoing act of writing examples of which wilLbe presented later.

Active Writing Behavior

The actual writing of a text is seldom uniform or continuous.
Instead, writers subvocalize, reread, revise, atop to think'and also
make use of a variety of resourcea.

The process of REVISION during first draft writing has been cited
by many writing researchers as eignificant in the development of
writers (Graves, 1983; Beach, 1976). We use the term:revision to refer
to,any change that the :writer :makes to the text, whether,it is 'for
orthographic, syntactic, somantic or pragmatic:purposes.

Although ell_ the sublects were _observed making _revisions
ughout the study, revisions 'increased by 39% from the first to the

second:year.:Writers varied in the frequency:or Consistency with_which
they:revised. A number of,variables ,werevexamined,to see if they:had'
'an:effect on the amount:of revision. Gonre, length of compositiona,
whether sessions were video' taped, and whether writing was assigned or '
open ended did"not seem to make a differencejn tho- relative frequenCY1
of revisions.

The subJects tended to revise, for the moot part, onthe local
text level; thatAA,theyichanged their:handwriting-and corrected their
spelling'and punctuation. Fewrevisions changedthe, overall contontor
direction of pieces.,Sub3ects revised in different ways.depending -
whatthey Iseemed to volUe about writing and their overall model-of the
-riting process.:

Anna provides many exaipies of' this complexity. Early in thetwo
study.she' shows that she knows'how to'revise She rereads her



writing as she writes, inserts omitted punctuation, and checks various
resources around the roos for the information she needs to
conventionalize some of her invented spellings. She erase& letters she
thinks she hes formed inappropriately.: However, _if she gets very
involVed in her writing, she pauses only :rarely, for very short
segment& of time - loss than five soconds. She say occasionally ask
for or look around for a spelling word, but if she writes it down she
does not atop to revise if she thinks it is wrong.

During her interviews she shows that she knows the importance of
spelling when she says it is imports:it "'cause you get to know words
:when you write them" and "so you can reed what the story says." She is
even consciously aware of more sophisticated aspects of revision when
she shares what:she needs to do when her writing isn't good: "When it's
boring you want to trade things around so it'd be kind of exciting"

When she does revise, however,,At is usuallyat the word level in
ordor'to: correct spelling, "lake it no er," include words left out,
or delete an inappropriate word or phrase. In ono of Anna's ;stories at
the endA:if the second year of the study the word BOUGHT was- *Polled
SOUTH. Nark, working across the table from Anna,read her &tory after
it 'was finished and actually went to the trouble of looking up the word
in tho dictionery'i for her _since they both knew it was'misspelled but
neither know how to correct 'it. Ann* 'clecided not to change it. She
seid to Nark "This time it doesn't,matter."

, Revision by our :subjects was influenced by the nature and ex ent
of writing instruction, sense of audience and purpose for writing, and
the evaluation of writing in a particular classroom.

During the study,,all of the,subyacts SUBVOCALIZED at least some-
_nf the :tim'. Subvocalization refers to the rehearsing, spelling:out,
_ -4ounding out of portions of the text during the act:of writing. It
may pe'audibXe,or_not, it:' : : can include whispering or, aouth
of:moments. Graves (1082) is ono of the few researchers who discus& the,
possible significance of auhvocalization on the- evolutioW of text.
Although:ell the sub3ects subvocalized to -some degree,' acme
extensiveeubvocelizerswhile:others:_subvocalized very little. Host of
the writers had writing episodes whore no' eubvocalization was observed
in both years ',of the:, study. Writing episodes 'whera, ,more
subvocalization was observed did not seem to fit any'common patterns.

Examination of some videotaped suggests: that
subvocalizstion is probeblymore' extensive than:can eesiiy be captured'
throughobservation. Students would sosetimes work closely:at their
writing _,;with',heads ,tilted down'. This*made it. dlfficult 4or anyone'
positioned: next: to': theito sie any mouth movements. Therefore, theH
quentity',of sUbvocalization should ;be: ;viewed es minimal ratherAhan as
a complete representation of the extant vf subvocalizetion.

All writers STOPAND THINK whils,writing. There are:many reasons
and circumstancesythat :influence when and ,why writers'pause and :;:appear
:to bethinkin-about' heirwriting..' 'Interview data_AhoWed-thetsome_ f



our writers were wondering what -- tent they should write next, while
others were thinking about which word to use next and where to find its
spelling. Not all pauses, of course, were related to the students'
thinking about their writing.

RE-READING can be silent or oral and refers to subject-initiated
reading of any portion of the composition at any time prior to the end
of the writing episode. In both Years I and II, all subjects were
observed rereading while they were writing, which supports the
conclusions of Graves and Murray (1981, p. 114) about the importanc of

reading durfmg writing. Although most subjects showed an increase in
e incidence of observed rereading& in Year II, its frequency from

story to story follows a variable pattern rather than showing steady
increases.

A nusber of espee:, of rereading need to Hips studied further. At
what points in the text do subjects rar ad? Is rereading related to
the process of self7monitoring and se/f-correcting? Perl (1980, pp.
365-366) :Suggests that: rereading may occur becauae of the Author's
sense of lack of clarity during the processof writing. This, is
similar to the strategy of aelf-correcting in the reading process'
(Goodman and Goodman, 1978). Row doom revision fit into ythisnotion of
selfrmonitoringH)f the writing process? Is ,there::''a relationship
between rereading during writing and regressions during the process of
reading? It seems as though the classroom environsent, teacher
ossignments, iand Sense of audience all contribute to a writer's

ding strategies.

A very important behavior that ccompanies writing is the use of
RESOURCESvits significance is discussed by Calkint (1981) and Kasten'
(1984). Resource use is theHsolicitation by the writer: of all kinds oU
knowledge related _to, thtacomposition. Some resources are physical,
such as ,dictionaries,,picturee, bulletin ,boirds or' writing folders,
while 'A)ther resources are hUman,_'like asking someone how to:spell a
word or where to end a sentence. H3ur subjecti used all of these.H'

Resource use reflects the writer's skarenesa of how the lit racy
cosmunity -can be:. supportive to the production of text. It is
influenced by the , organization of the classroom, -how *mobilo the
childrenare _allowed:to be, and the eccessiblity of materials. This
1::si:particularly- evident whera compering ,--rdasoUrce use in the two
different-classrooms of Year II. : The children in thelme-fourth:Orado
plasaroos:, where resouras ust,wsaencouraged 'Ahowed a .133X increase in
frequency afiesource use as compared te.',Year I (from:3.1to:7.3_per
hUndred words). The' subjects who went onAo'the,regular fourth grade,
where nobility and resource use were not ,encouraged, showed a 451g

decline in its frequeney (from 3.3 to 1.8 per hundred worda).

The typeof writing assignsent dieLnot affect resource use. '.-.Sose
subjects tenjed to be more extensive users of resources then others,'



Supportive Writing Bah

Some behaviors that are observed during the co posing process tend
to occur when the writer is not actively producing text; that is, when
the pencil is not in the writer's hand. Yet these behaviors are
important aspects of composing.

For example, writers frequently talk during their wri ing
episodes. If subjects spoke, during writing but this talk was not
reloted to their writing, it was coded es an INTERRUPTION.
Interruptions were defined as overt verbal or non-verbal interactions
or actions,,whether'solicited by the aubject or by some other,etimulus.
For example,'-o student saying "It's time toelean up," or talking about

ovie unrelated to duswriting aro utterances that are interruptions.
They, are not directly related to the fact that a subjeot is writing,
and Could happen at any time. Sose interruptions do not include any
oral languege, such as wherOaubjects are distracted by *moon, entering
the room, the school bell ringing, or a kick from a classmate

Some interruptions represent a form of off-taak behavior; when
subjects', talk',"about what's for lunch, discuss a movie they, saw on
television,-grab a neighbor's pencil, cit borrow a better eraser. Thera
are times, however, when the offhand remark about a movie or the action
of the grabbed pencil do become part of:a subject's writing process.
On ,a number of occlusions our young ,toriters stop toL listen to
conversation of nearby students and in the course of listeningget new
ideashich they incorporate into their, :::writing. A number, of
interruptions occur when subject* atop writing their own comPoaition to
read the , composition of other clasemates, or listen to thee reading
their atorles aloud. These interactions contribute to: writers' concern
for audience. In addition, sometimes a writer interrupts hie or her
own writing: in order to *terve es a-reaource for another writer; for
instance, to help in:spe/ling a word, supply a:pencil, or respond to_an
idea.

At other _time interruptions are an avo dance of the writIng
task. For exaaple, on one occasion in lirear I, Dana, spends 25:minutea

:

flipping through reference books looking at pictures, with no apparent
- intention of-rusing those books:, for resources In this csee both
interruptionjind resourae use combine to keepl Dana from his assigned
task,Ofwriting a atory about:the Arizone etate seal. Dansis Confused
aboutthe assignment end dalaya beginning it as long as possible. Dana

,Acnows that since he looks busy_and ,involved, hia',A.ack of writing will
prebably go unnoticed. (Howeverasten found'that ,et least'S0* of all,
behaviors,- involving talk: (rovieion, subvocalixation, interruption,
resource use,,related:Ltalk an&rereeding) were directly related to the
writing the Children wore involved in.)

nterruptions :may be more or less Aisrup ive of the 'overall
Aprocess of composingdepending en the nature of the intvrrupton .

Also, :interruptions ,ofterv'''occur in cdnjunction with otherbehaviore,
and' sesim',to be related to-,the other behaviora !For exaMPle, an
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unsolicited interruption like c loudtpeaker announc.ent sometimes
caused writers to have to reread some portion of their texts in order
to resume writing. That rereading process might in turn lead to a
revision in the text.

Some occasions of student
wr ting. For example, "I don't
write next?", and "There, I'm
because writing is taking place.
TALK. Related talk was defined as

talk are directly related to the
know what to write," "What should
done," are all utterances that occur
This language was coded as RELATED

comments or conversation other than
:resource use that is aomehow related to the fact that the aubject is
engaged in writing.

Every subject was obaerved engaged in related talk in both yeerst
but no aubjectwas observed to bo engaged in related talk 'in every
aingle writing -episode. Some subjects had more observed incidences of
related talk and tended to talk :more consistently. There are more
incidences of,, related talk in Year II-than:in Year I, partly because
the researchere took an increasingly active role in interacting with
students about their writing as the study went On.i Thiel category
provides a good deal of information about the supportive role of peers
as :well: as of the adult members of the literacy communiti in the
claasroom.

Drawing would occasionally accompany the writing process but
generally occurred only when it was Part of the assignmentratliger:: than
because a student chose spontaneously to draw. Often the students were

- expected'to complete any artwork before actual writing began. Drawing
was:, used in a number of different ways._ In,Ms. Caldwell's cleas (Year
II),-studenta, were often assigned to draw a picture and then Write a
story about :the picture or write to describe the picture thatAhey
drew.In_: Ms. Pagett's'clasarootv (Year students -were +staked to
interpretecribble linejpatterne by first 'taking them into a picture
and then uaing their drawing to create a story.

though drawing was not used much by the subjects in this :study,
db,ncit minimite its significance to the writing, process. In other,:

classroom settings where illustration 1.11 encou aged as part of
composition," Airswing: plays 'a 'more important rol. in the process
(Siegel, 1984).

Teacher involvement relating directly to the child's ;, compoait on
dom occurred. When-a teacher and atudent interacted, it usually was

coded es_aolnterruption' Or: a_ resource use. In othertypes of
'classrooms where ongoing conferencing is en integral aspect 4:1f, the
:classroom proeedure this' :oategory :would biemore useful than it wes for
this'etudy.: Any:conferencing that went on in these settings did hot
generally occur during the4irat'draft stage that we observed.

The numbers and interrelationships of observable behavio
occur during writing show, the ',complexity of the writing procese.
alio 'provide evidence of waymv: in :which authors 'make ilas
linguistic system as they create meaning 'through written language.:

that
They

he:



CHAPTER III
USING LINGUISTIC SYSTEMS

Since writing is a language process, whenever it goes on the
wri er uses linguistic systems-es the framework in which meaning is
expressed. An overview of what we learned about these children's use
of syntex and of orthography (spelling and punctuation) suggests that
they use their knowledge about language in complex and sophisticated
ways.

Syntax

From the detailed analysis of these stud n simta 'we ars able
sake and illustrate aeveral statement* sbou

syntactic system. (Goodman, 1984, pp. IV-27 ff.)
their use of the

1. Thema O'Odhaa student* show English syntactic d.v.lop.ent
comparable to that of other populations.

The subjects produced 2218 T-unite over the two year 42eriod.
Table II shows clause per T-unit and word per T-unit statistics for
,our subjects (I.O. grade 8 and I.O. grade 4) and compares their results
With atatittics from four other studies (Milz, 1983; O'Donnell,
Griffin, and Norris, 1967; Hunt, 1966, 1970; Ward reported in Milz,
2988).

Table T-unit Development: FIve Research Studies

T-unit Development: Five Research Studies
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For our: study, we used only the data fros th- six subjects,who
'were in_both yearsof the :ztudy, so that the comperison repregents the
same children:' across _ire. 'The average nu _ber of:clauses perlUn'it



for each subject rangesfrom 1.16 to 1.73 with a mean of 1.4 in Year I.
This *Oell i4 higher than Hunt's mean of 1.3 for his grade four
subjects. In Year II our subjects clauses per T-unit range from 1.28
to 1.58 with a moan of 1.43. This is somewhat higher 'than Hunt's grade
4 subjects and similar to his grade 8 subjecta. Clauses per T-unit do
not change such statistically across time As the means between Hunt's
fourth and eighth graders show. However, these results indicote that
our subjects are producing a slightly higher mean number of clauses por
T-u it than other fourth graders in other studies.

Our third graders have slightly lower words par T-unit than do
O'Donnell"c third graders or Hunt's fourth graders. However, in both
years we do have individUal sub3ects who produce more words par T-unit
than, either O'Donnell's or Hunt's subjects' means. The mean for our
students ia higher than:that of Word's second graders. Our subjects
produce 0.4 more words per T7unit in fourth grade than in,third grade.':
Viewing the Nilx, Ward anrr O'Donnell, Griffin, 'and Norris istudies,
there is a definite developmental: trend statistically from grade to
grade. One probles in Ahis,comparison is the:variety of writing tasks
used by the subjects in the different studies. 'Only more 'in-depth
analysisr: can account for the development and differences reflected in
the statiatics HoweVer, there ia no evidence here that the writing of
our:aubjects 'lags :behind that of children from other cultures in any'
important way.

We tested the clause per T-unit and word per T7unit data of the
six subjects over two years for significance. The growth in clauses
per T-unit was significant at the .01 level while words per T-unit
growth was significant beyond the .0001 level.

2. These students used primarily declarative, non-di logue
+sentences but were capable of using other sentence types a* well.

Table III shows a breakdown

Tex a
Total T-Units

T-unit types.

Table III
T-unit Typos: Years I and II

Declarative
'Interrogative
Exclamatory
Imperative

Dialogue
Non-Dialogue

Moat of the -un ta

Year I Year II
-------

176
1236
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982

1202 97.2% 925
29 2.3 39
1 0.1 '2

4 0.3 16

84 6.8%
' 84

152 93.2 ass

produced by the subjects

95.2%
4.0
0.2
1.6

8.6%
_1.5

dec stive



statseents but tho sub3ects also produced exclamations, imperatives,
and interrogatives. In the firat year of the study., 97.2X of all the
T-units produced were declaretivea, while in the ascond'yearop1y95.2%
Xere- Intertbgatives, exclamations and iaperatives are 'all used
infrequently, representing about, 4% of all T-units, but they all
increased in use from the first to th second year. Dialogue is also
used to a greeter extent in,Year II than in Year I.

3. These students used a variety se types.

As shown in Table IV, about:72% of clauses used by the subJects
were main (independent) clauses; the remainder were conJoined,

,end adverbial ones, suggesting that the it:bleats are able:to create a
variety of sentence atructures. They iare not limited to choppy,
single-clause T-units, :but- are :able to produc, the more complex
sentences associated with subordinate,clauses.

Table IV
Clause Types: Years I and II

No. Year 1% No. Year II*
Main 1236 71.4% 1015 71.8%
Conjoined 159 9.2 103 7.3
Adverbial 163 9.4 160 11.3
Nominal 174 10.0 136 9.6

Total 1732 1579

4. Those students showed
appropriately.

As part
prob ems of v

analysis,
ypea.

probless in using - syntax::

flagged syntactic and coh.slon

COHESION problems in cost cases involve pronoun referenta.
Examples include:

-Pronoun referent - HE SHOT AT HIM AND HE DIED Not clea
each HE-refera to;)

Se antic4ncOngruity '7 I sTAym WITH NYFRIEND Nies%. (In a story
_ about Saturnwith no previous .introduction'of Hay.)

Picture referent''-'THEGREELFIELD STANDS FOR . (Referent is
not'withinthe story bUt in the picture which the student:is
ritingabout.)

ho

SYNTACTIC problems are those 'involving _

syntactic constructions. Examples include:

,lack of stub3ect/yerb agreement
inappropriate wee of prepositions - SONETH _G C
.1.nappropriate pronoun,fore HUH,

ck of con rious



MULTIPLE problems are those which involved both syntax and
:cohesion.

COMPLEXITIES were coded whenever something sounded unusual
researchers but did not fit in the other categories Examples include:

oral language forms used in written language - OUR CLASS WAS
SCARED, REAL SCARED.

: uncommon usages r- IT WAS 50 OR 40 FEET TALL.

None of these problems occurred often, and a except for a
alight increase An cohesion problems) decreased from Year I to Year I_.

Table Y
Problem' Types and Frequency

Year I Year II

Number per
Number 100 words

-----
Number

Number par
100 words

Cohesion 21 .23 21 .28
Syntax 116 1.32 73 .943

Nultirde 1 .01
Complexity 71 .81 , 33 .44

218 2.49 126 1.71

Year I
Year II

From the
our subjec

0 subJecta (8781 words)
6 sub)ects (7483 words)

n lyeis of syntacticuse and the developmen_
we sug4est the following concluaions:

The sub)ects are writers ofHEnglisk. All the structures they,use
part of English 'syntax.. "They use-all the ms3or syntactic patterns
Englishas well as Reny:patterns that are less frequent.-: They

lesically,:Control :these patterns from, the beginning of third grade.
Oyer the two year period their sentences tend to become longer and more
complexin&theY'' use a larger porcetage' of dependent ciausas, -,These
results arlv cumulative for ell stories and for all sub'ects combined,
even thoogh':.*there is wide variation: :on story-by-story' or
child-by'-child basis.

Theetudente use of orthography was exasined through analysis
ap ing,:punctuation, capitalization and letter foreation .
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Spelling

. Cumulative Data

Our sub3.cts used 17,026 words in 278 stories over the two-year
period of the study. Of those werdso 14,578, or 85.6%, wers spelled
conventionally.: The data base therefore includes 2,448 invented
spellings (14AX of the words). Comparisons between Year's I and 11 will
be made primarily on the basis of the six children for whoa we have two
pears of data.

Between years I and II, .11 the children xcept for Elaine
showed an increase in percentage of conventional spelling. (In
Elaine's case, this may be related to a decision on her part to put
less eaphaeis on trying to spell correctly.) For the six children as a
whole conventional spelling represented 84.6X of all words in Year
and 87.6ejeer II. The increase, though small, is significant beyond
the '.0001 level.

High and Low Frequency Words

There are 1,179 different words,used over the two-year period.
The 26 words, of highest frequency make up only 2.2X of the different

:words used, but ere :used 9,175 times and thus sake up 43.9% of the
:total number of:words used. These 26 words ate spelled conventionally
97.5% eir-: the over both,years, : and this level of control was
sisiIar during both years. :(In Year Ip the 25 soot frequent:words were
spelled conventionally 96.991,of the time; in Year II, the percentage
for that year'e:,25 !oat frequent words wee 97.3%0 This suggests, that
these children entered third'grade already controlling the spelling of
theaost common wordwin their written language ',

In contrast, of, the 692 words used Only)onceover the two7year
period (which make up 58.7x of the different Words uaid but Onli4.1X
of the _total,t words), thereTare :310 -,invented ispellings, or 4e...8% .'

HAhother way of stating:this 4a-,that310 ihVented'ipillinge, (13% of the,
tots1)'occured Yof words used., while: only,-185 invented spellings.
.(or -1.6% of the tote.1) occurred on_words,miking up 43.9X of all text.
The very ,:lowfrequency.,words ware 18 tiaes as likely to have invented

_

epellinge,as th high-frequency.eaes.

-Thfase results are. :of'course, not unexpec ed. It sakes sense that
children:are--moie likely to know *ow to spell words that they use more
frequently:and thet they won"tknow: how to spell words that they
:heven't used before. jfchilden ore continuing to grow es wrIters and
te-.explorernew topics using,new vocabulary, they:: will continulv to, have
ivoertain percentage of invented spellings. A child who 'always spells
pmirfectli:is-liltely'to be alchild:who is not using new words or taking
Veryiany riski.



Table VI shows the 26 words which were used 100 or more tice
during tile two years of the study, the number of times each was spelled
conventionally or invented and the percent of conventionality for each.

Table VI
High Frequency Words: Years I and II

Frequency
Conven-!

tional Invented
Percent

Conventional

the 1,227 1223 4 99.67
and 686 679 7 98.98

594 594 0 100.00
to 585 581 2 99.32
a 479 478 1 99.79
was 478 475 3 99.37
he 311 309 2 99.36
went 267 248 19 92.88
we 240 240 0 100.00
it 238 227 11 95.38
in 211 211 0 100.00
one 199 197 2 98.99
then 195 186 9 95.38
day 192 191 1 99.48
they
is

180,

149
163
148

17
1

90.56
99.33

--id 149 110 39 73.83
got 147 136 11 92.52
aY 147 147 0 100.00
when 125 116 9 92.80
his 123 113 10 91.87
of 119 111 a 93.28
on 116 114 2 98.28
she 110 109 1 99.09
there,
but

loa
100

91
91

17
9

84.26
91.00

Total 7475 72 185 97.50,

Patterns in Invented Spelling

The 2,448-IhVentadspellings produced bythe children during
two,,yeara :of the-study-are, a rich data base for exploring children's
use --of -linguistic systems in using the orthography of English. A
detailed -analysie:of ali:the invented apellingw,loillbethe aubyect of
furtherwork,With*this data baae(Wilde, forthcoming). Forthe purposes,
_UHthisreport, ieviralpetterne of develOplent that haveeaerged from
the,data w411 be ,desCribed and Hoxemplified.' It _shouldim,noted that
xaeplas aregivenLAo:JIlustrate:'aparticular festure,bUtnot to
suggest that anysingleinvented spelling has a single cause., ::!InVented
speilings are ,the result ,of Sony linguistic4ystems interacting at
once.



Initial Letters

Part of 'learning how to spell involves learning about the
relationships between phonological patterns and orthographic patterns;
that 4s, how different sound sequences arespelled. Looking at: how
successful children are at spelling the initial aounds of worda gives a
sense of how euch control they hav of this aapect of spelling, since
the Ameginning letter of a wordje most likely to have a relatively
clear-cut relationshipto the corresponding phones,. Out of the 17.026,
tocerds written by our aubjects, only 153, or 0.8, did not begin : with
the,correct initial letters' In Year I, there were 97 auch cases, or

% of all worde written, that year, while in Year II they had dropped
56, or 0.7% of all words. Savinty7eightof the 153 spellings (51.0X) :

occurred on-words beginning with vowels', although only 24X of all words
used began with vowels.: Thie reflecte the fact that consonant phonemes
are much more regular in their spelling than are vowel phonemea. This
date shows that these thirdand fourth7gradere clearly control initial
letter, spelling almost perfectly. Looking at a few exasplea _

illustrates that even when they don't spell initial latter&
_conventionally, : ,they:are often making plausible rather than random
decisions about whit letter to use first. (In these and other
examples, invented spellings are listed first)

.olmost/alm gest/juat
roma/arse nife/knife

A:fring/bring know/no
who/how

The beginning vowel sound in ALMOST is usually ape led with an A before
but-is closer in most:, American dialects to the sound usually

reprewentedby: 0 in words auch:_as log and loas The R at the beginning
of '-'ARNS mey bisrepresenting the name tif the letter rather than Just the
:the consonant phoneme.:it usually staada for (cf. Read, 1975).. P (in
PRING):44-related,beth phonetically and ,graphically to B. WHO begins
ith thesame phonemes asiP3Wi contains the same lettere,: has a related,

meaning7and'-'both oftenioccur in initial sentence positions land: as
:question markers. -When GHoccurs before E:(GEST)-,' J.t is pronounceelthe
katis al J. In:NIpEyand Icmcno, a silent:letter is being idroppeelL or
added' each word:following ,the pattern the other one should haat. (KNOW
isAllso, of course' a homophone, of "no

Our data includes several invented:spellings where th order o
twoor more letter. , is changed. Jhesie reversals may be one element o
inventeelspe ling& that differ from the conventional, ones in other ways
,aswell, but often they are the only invented feature -I a ap lling:

baeaball/baseball sied/said
upno/uponfrineds/friends

hat4n;thase cases the:child has a good sense of _he 1
e'woreLbut did'notfully:Control the eerie



Consonants and Long Vowels

Two kinds of orthographic patterns that are less fully controlled
by third and fourth graders are consonant gemination (doubling) and
long vowel spelling. In both cases, the pattern is a complex one that
must be learned gradually through experience with reading and writing.
There is no aimple rule that tells when a consonant should be doubled
or how a particular long vowel should be spelled. The children have
invented spellings that go in both directions. They sometimes use a
single conaonant or vowel where two ere needed:

stacked/attacked
hamer/hammer
proty/pretty

dreming/drea ing
mett/meat
rel/real

They also, although less frequently, d- the reverse:

hiss/his
mitt/meat
untill/until

Morphemic Affixes

aowe/so
truy/try

Another important area of orthographic development at this age
the- spelling of *orphan c affixes like RD and MG. The child must
learn to abstractitheae comson morphemic elements from words where
their representation differs phonologically, and than learn, the
orthographic 'patterns for attaching these :affixes to words. In our
aubJecte, we see:invented spellings of: various types related to these
affixes:

Phonetic Spellings

busnt/bounced
calld/called
opend/opened

d contol of orthographIc

caryed/carried
chaseing/chasing

Overgeneralizing affixes

playing/plain
roned/round sled

terns for adding all ixea:

_ eezeing/freezing
hoped/hcipPed

words that don't have thes:

Rea Words

'Another_important pattern of invented:spellings,that:
requently in our:sUbjects was the:use of one real word for
Third- and fourth7graders have a con iderable'and increasing voc
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of words whose spelling they control; when one word is substituted for
another it may be either an attempt to have a spelling that looks like
a real word or a writing miscue (intending one word while writing
another).. Tn the caae of homophons, there is, of course, likely to be
a phonetic influence as well:

herd/heard
no/know
isaid/made

pries/prize
to/ oo (this occurs 35

But even sore of these spellings involve worda that are aisilar
phonetically but not identical:

bake/back quite/quit
cake/chase turk/truck
pound/pond

Punctuation-related

The subJects also have invented spellings where they use or fail
to use punctuation featurea like apostrophes, spaces, and hyphens.
Writing a single word (usually a compound) as two words and vice
versa is a related pattern. Examples include:

alot/a lot buit/but
nother/ano h cant/can't

, bird's/birds cup7cakes/cupcakes

Punctuation

Our sub3ects hed 24494 punctuation opportunities pTaces
, where they either used punctuation or should have) over the two7year
period In 1,467of those instances, or 50.7, "puunctuation was usd
conventionally. Our sub)ects thus control punctuation to a far lesser
extint,than they do spelling.

A116 subTacts who were part of the study for two years showed an
increase in percentage of,conventional punctuation from ' Year I to Year
II. Acrosa all Alli* children,: :conventional punctuation increased from
42aX in Yesr:'I to 57.5% in Year'II. The significance of the increase
waa found to be well beyond the .0001 lvel.

The prisary rsaaon that percentage of conventional punctuation
increased froa Y:ar 'T :to Year_ 11 was that omissions decreased
dramatically' as shown in Table VII.



Table VII
Punctuation Categories Years I and II (Six SubJects)

Conventional Omitted Intarted Substituted Total
Year I 450 520 55 28 1,053

42.7% 49.4% 5.2% 2.7%

Year II 783 479 66 33 1,361
57.5% 35.2% 4.84 2.4X

In Year I, punctua ion was oaitted nearly half the time, while in Year
II omissions dropped to a bit more 'than a "third of the total. The
table also shows the numbers and percentages of punctuation marks
inserted in inappropriate pleces and: those *hat were substituted
inappropriately such as e period for a question mark. Insertions and
substitutions were never siumerous to begIn with. Although, they did
Aiminish, they did not affect the overal_ percentages very much.

There wCra opportunities _for usa of 7 different types
punctUation marks during the two-year period Their patterns of UM
are presented in Table VIII, arranged in order of frequency.

Table VIII
Punctua- on Types: Opportunities in Y.ers I and II (6 sub3ects)

Year I Year II

No. No.

Period 781 :72.2* 936 67.1X
Comma 125 11.6X 217 15.6X
Quotation Mark 137 12.714 184 13.2%
Question Mark 26 2.4X- 43 3.1X:
Exclamation Mark 5 0.5% 11 0.8%
Colon 3 0.3% 3 0.2X
Semicolon 4 0.4% 0 0.04

,No. number of opportun
X * Percent of total

(The totals of all punctuati n typos add up to sore than the
totals in Table VII above sinc substitutions a e counted under both
the expected and observed punctuation type, e.g. as both a period and a
comma opportunity.)

:.yearso perIods made up sor. than two7thirds of all'
punctuation opportunities, but in Year II the: LUb3itcts were us ng an
increasing:number ,of ,-ext 'atructures_which.,:required:punctuation,,, other

,ithan periods. They alsoshowed 'increasingcontrol:- over most -:typea of



punctuation, as Table IX indicates:

Table IX
Conventional Punctuation: Years I and II (Six subjecta).. . . ...... ....... . ....

Period
Comma
Quotation mark
Question 'ark
Exclamation mark
Colon
Semicolon

Year I Year II

52.1X 71.4X
16.0X 23.5%
9.5% 18.5x

11.5X 55.8X
SO.OX 54.6%

OX 0%
OX OX

Four of the five punctuation types used most frequently increaaed
in, conventionality of use Eros Yee'. I to Year II. Sincperiods
ecCounted for nearly 70x of all. punctuation opportunities, the overall
increase in conventionality:was largely,due to A.ncreasing control of
:pimriods, The only punctuation typo that went down in conventionality
was the :exClamation point, which is perhaps more open to interpretation
in its use than some of the others.

It should_ be noted that ,the increasing
indicated by our, data took place largely in
instruction in its use. However,'011 teachers
necesseryp:' with individuals in conferences o-
17undtuetion is clearly an important
fourth grade for these sub3ects.H

control of punctuat on
the absence of formal

discussed punctuation as'
-_th the:whole class.
growth in the third and

-pitalization

,Our caee study ,aubjects had a total of 600 ceptalization
Problems, or 10.05 per hundred words, during Year I. Thin-Went down,to
455i::or;6418 perchundred ilicirds,during Year II. :(The,two-year.:- total
for ell 10 sub3ects is 1,321,1 or7.76 per hundrd words0 The 6
subjecte,thereforiG went frau having :.approximatelyonedapitalizetion
problei every 10 words to having only one every 17 words. Although the
6 subjectsvaried quite a bit,-they ell showed a decrease in number of
capitalization problems.

In year,. I 98, _ of the total, represant failure- to
letters that required capitalizetion, while the:remainder,

ore.:',inapproprietecapitelizetions. In jser II. ! 371, orH,S1.5ni',
present failure ' to' :,capitalizie -Much of Hthe decrease: in

capitalizatiowproblems was due:*tofewer occurences Of-. inappropriate
:capitalization (from 3.4 to:1.1occasions per hundred words).

Cajtalization problems aro often
punctuate or capitalize at sentenceiboundar

etory titles and '-proper
-
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idiosyncratic capitalizations of nouns and other words.

Letter Formation

Letter Lorcatlon probleas are minimal for all subjects There
60,624 letters produced, with 200 latter formation problems (0.394

of 1 lett _ over,the two year period. All but two of the problems
can be categori ed as being of'two moor types: cursive formation of
specific letters and reversals of specific letters. Fifty-nine of the
problems involve reversal of lower-case manuscript A and D; the letters:
causing mosttcursive problems were lowercese:M and U.

These results and further analysis which Was conducted on the data
suggest sons conclusions concerning reveraals. Reversal problems ere
extremely infrequent. None of the reversal problems occurs
consistently _over:time; that is, no aub3oct reverses all reversible
letters': nor doge any -'one :.sub3edt Hreverse ohy one letteronHall
occaeions. The percentage of reversals in thia data is even !seller
thandata:reported inother literature (Frith, 1971).. Nost research on
reversale hes balervdowon:reiding end writing or:copying of individUal
fermis, lettere, or words out of the context of text. The smaller
number of reversals 'produced by our sub3ects : end reported' (for
reading) in *lama. analysis research (Goodeen end Goodman, 1978) eay ba
due 1to the context of the 4etter within a :written text, strongly
suggesting: that :context has an influence :on the production of
reversals; .e., 'that letter orientation is more predictable in
context.

Pap'



CHAPTER IV
THE CREATION OF MEANING

The creation of meaning by young writers involves complex
erections of intention' content, and form. Looking in depth at four
the children in the study - Gordon,,Anna, Vincent, and Elaine 7 will

illUstrate the variety of "processes that go on as writers maks
decisions about content and form.

Involvement and Belief Systems

Any writIng episode reflects the levl of involvement and
ownership that tho author is experiencing at the Um:B.:- Two
descriptiOne::of Anne at work :show how involvement can range from
minimel to intense. In January of the firat'year of the studyitwo
Pieces, THE STATE BIRD and THE STATE SEAL, were part of a unit on the
state of,Arizona planned by Ns. Howard to emphasize reseiarch writing.
Each student wostrequired to do some reading in reference materials
about Arizona and to then write separate expository pieces aboutAhe
state flag,bird, seal, tree and flower. After reading the materials
the children were to write about one of the topics in their own words,
and then illustrate their writing.

the state bird lives In the prickly choll
The cactus wren is the stO
N. Is white end Spotted
He Is also DISCO
MO Oats Insects and WOOS% SO

Field notes from Anna's piece on the stat bird indicate that she
is not investing muctiLof herself in this piece: Anne'copies quite a lot
of information from the resource materiel rather than generating it
herself. She apanda little' time' on the piece 'and then separates
herielf totally from the editing process by taking the piece to Ms.
Manuel, the classroom aide,',to edit. While the corrections are being
ide she dances around swinging her area, totally uninvolved in 'the

ng process. She then gets new paper and rewrites incorporating



the changes Ms. Manual ham cede on the first draft.

Field notes from another piece, on the state seal, again show
Anna's lack of involveaent. When the writing center begins, Anna ha&
already begun the piece and has completed the first sentence: She
rereads that first aentence aloud and then says to the researcher, 72
don't knowwhat to write." She talks to,her,seatsates, wigglea around,
plays with papers in her folder, and then reads the ,text from the
reference materiel on tha state: seal. When ahe tries to reed her
finished piece aloud to the researcher, she has difficulty with many of
the words that have been copied from the reference materials.

Another piece TUCSON, written the next year, is the longest and
most sophisticated piece Anna wrote over the two years of the study.
The day before ahe wrcite the piece, two of the researcher& who had
worked on the writing provEct all year picked up Anna and the other
children in the study and brought thea to Tucson an overnight
visit. Anna could hardly wait to write her story. She eat down
quickly, got her writing materials together end wrote this account of
her adventure:

Anna's Text - April, Year II

Tucson
One day I went te Tucson tO stay witn some people
We went te tne Planetarium and then t .tne Museum Of Arizona .

Then we went to the arcade .
We had lots of fan .
After that we aent to Miss V nouse to put our clothes ane

sleeping bags away
Then wAwent to MiSs K, nogse to nava tne coowout
M and G ,!, and V . and 0 .& ware swimminz alreaey

After N waS cooking the not dogs
Then we ate .

After that we nØd ice cream for dassert
Then me and lis e and E one . went to the TucSon hail
We went on tne escalator Snd lOOKed at the recoris and ClctneS
and Miss V bought herself something .
Then we went to the YMCA to swim .
We stopPed SMIM ing at 9100 .

Then we went ba k to Miss V house and had Cereal wi n oanans s

Then:we watened * little t.v. and tnen went to bed .

In the morning we get ready and had cereal wltn bananas ano strawoer, les,
end milk and,donuts

We went to go pick up those M .0 6

We met them at the UniverSity
and then we cams te school .

Th0 End

one miss

Anna didn't limit herself to easily spelled words, she kept all
the events in their cor ect order, and she included_details of what she
had to eat. This composing activity was a delight to observe. She
stopped only occasionally to confirm a detail with the researcher. She
was driven by her'-aessage and the need to communicate it-loith the
_thers in her room. It seemed that telling about her trip was almost,as
much fun' aa being.' there, fun that was not daunted by necessary
evisions and rereadings . In this _case, Anna's involvement was high
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because of her interest in the topic, bu
be a result of social end interactiona
to interest in the writing itself.

:involvement also appeared to
factors which were tangential

The influence of social and intexactional factors on personal
involvement in :writing is also suggested by Elaine's writing of ajong
story about the rodeo early in the study. This story is Elaine's
second longest for the year (104 words). However, the researcher
observed that the length was related to Elaine's attempts to interact
with,and impress the researcher rather than to a particular interest in
the topic. Tbe first feu times we worked with Elaine, we wore using a
version of the manual observatien form where we numbered each word the
child used; she was vary aware of this and :was thrilled when her word
count was high, partiCularly if it was over: 100. When the novelty of
being observed had, faded a little, her story length dropped off to
around 50 words most days, which was more typical of her writing before
the study began.

AlthoOgk involvement is only one few or affecting how a piece of
writing eventually turns out and is not always directly reflected in
piece's quality, in the long run a writer who is interested in what he

:she is:doing is going to be more, successful in :creating meaning.
Elaine's growth,es a writer during thefirst year of the study0ohich

,

was characterized by: A gradually increasing ownership of the'process,
sakes this pointH particularly clear. ,Early, in the year ,,:her focus
tended to haon meeting the teacher's expectations and on surface
features like spelling. When, she was not particularly interested in a
topic, which was often, she seemed to write lust to fill: up :Apace., an&
produced 'uniritereating,-disJointed stories. Sometime around the :

Htallttale and:legend unite:that the class did,Jtvrebruary,: thia fedUs
began to', shift,':as evidenced both by Elaine's greater involvaeont"in

:her writinivand:inAhe'-HmoreYeoherent nature,', of herHl stories.: Although'
this -'chenge began whenshe was working inHgenres that she found
interesting, bY'the end of the:year she was ableto take ony topic!and
use it se e jumping-off point for a highly personal narrative; she had
cope a long way:in taking cOritrol of anessigned topic.

The length of Elaine's stories also reflected her, involvement and:
how she conceived of:the writing process. As mentioned, above,,_ at the,
,beginningof_the,study ebeiwas very excited about being observed-And'
tried to please and ispress the researchers by writing as much as

AA she, got more involved in the creation:of mooning, har
etoriee got shorter eine* they involved foreHthinking. Finally,:
towards the enc114:4 the:year,,herincreesed confidence-and control made:
4t::poisinie for:: her' ,to concentrate enough 'to write much more in the
same length

Another influence on bow meaning is crested is the writer belief
,systems about whatitheprocess ls all:abOut end ,how it, worke.:, Host_of
-the time, 'these young 'writers were not able to articulate viiy
sophisticateclnotionwebout how the process works. To Gordon,:Aoriting
_s'afairly:straightforward;,,uncomplidated matter: "1-1 Just sit there,'
and then I thinkand then I write it. This is -.fleeted in his



cosposing behavior; he never agonized over what to write about but Just
plunged right in. Similarly, Anna described what she did but without a
conscious sense of how she did it:

Anna: First I look at the pictures on the board,and sae what I's
going to write about. Then I,start writing about that picture.

Researcher: What do you do when you want to and it?

Anna: I Just pUt an ending, like put "The End" or aomething.

Nothing in what she said had anything to:do with creating stories that
made sense, yet that is what W44 sost important to Anna.

Mese examples of how the children talked about the writing
prOcess auggestithat much of=their knowledge about that process may be
unxamined: what they can do outstrips whet they can articulate. Soso
developeent is apparent over time'. 'For instance,Gordon, in the second
yew of:the etudy; showed that:he was beginning to take a slightly
broader perspective on each piece of writing. _In October,: he described
the way he begins A story as,,"Sometimes I always 4:mit 'one, dear"; to
end a storyp:'",I put a period..and': if I don't .':feel 'like writing any
*ore IH:can Just write 'the ending'". By April,he said that the first
thing he does is to ',think of a ,title, and .that,the last,thing he does
is to="reed it over and 400 if it makes sense.1": These coaments
necessarily reflect * change in his actual- behavior, but they do
suggest that he may have begun thinking of a story more holistically
and less as, a limier string.

Topic Choice and Dovelopsont
=-- .

Gordon, in an interview, suggested that a writer's theses may be
_nfluenced,by the scope of his or her world:and interests. When aaked
_f he'll write different kinds of, stories when he's older (in .sixth
grade)," hilsaid he'll Write aboutbuildinge andskyscrapers then, and
that when he was in:first grade he wrote about sheep and plants. When
asked what he writes about currently, he replied "interesting stuff".

The scope of the 'interesting stuff" found in these children's
wri ingsfreflectathe scope of their lives.and culture. _Bird (1984)
has :,-looked et,' such inforsation =,in these children's compositions An
great deptb.- First they sometimes wrote about,topica thatare
apecifically identifiable aa being part of Papago culture.. A rodeo and
carnival aro meJor annual_eventivin, the:. Papago Community and eanyof
the children wrote about thee,- as Gordon did in this atcry:

_= _:=



Gordan's Text - Novembero Yaar II

&man
45-tirja:Then_te_-:;77:1-fd7g..maaEJI

nprniwitc_e
etti=44

One day when I was at the rooeo a man was riding a bull
It was a big bull 0

Then the man fell off 0

'Then the bUll waa trying to kill the rider
but the mon Jumped On the fence as last as he could 0

Theft thl clowns .cama out to chase the bull away .

These storiee sometimes described events the children had
experienced directly; ip other cases they drew on the oral narrative
tradition of Pspago culture, as in Dana's legend about the wolf and the
eagle:

Papego Legenos
One day my lor anal` ether tOld me a Ieueno
It was about a eagle .
The cagl e timid a aaby bird
The baby Dird looked cute .
The mother one day had to uo get some fomu fa
When the mother returnd her baby was gone .A wolf had taken her baby bit d .
She looked al l over for ner olrO ano oculars* t find ner .Then one day she found out that wol f fact her baby knd wato cook her baby .
Before wol f could cook her batty the eagle poppeo Out
They had in argunent over the baby oIrd

et. Then they starteci f light Ing
_ gig le won the f luht

So gaol e got her baby and went
When they got nome they ate 5 fit worms .



Vincent, who usually was un nterested in clasaroon writing topics
and wrote only with reluctance, had one of his beat experiences with
writing when he had a chance to use it to explore an aspect of his
culture that meant a great deal to him. During February of the second
year of the study, his class was writing stories about the Southwest
for an area writing conference. Vincent, proud and aware of his Papago
culture, found something he cared to write about. For several weeks,
his writing became deeply personal and even emotional It was at this
point, in several long dialogues with one of the researchers, that
Vincent expressed his deep-felt desire to become a medicine man for hia
tribe when he grew up, telling about visits to hia home by medicine
men.

Field notCs from the, period when,Vincent was writing this piece
suggest how the process of leaning creation invo vas not 3ust knowing
what .:you want to say but also deciding how to organize your thoughts
4nto _written form, Vincent had prepared for the 'assignment by talking
with his:family:: and other:tribal limbers. He started writing (WHEN I
GROW UP IAOANT TO BE A MEDICINE MAN) jaut thenappeared4tuck. "I'm
trying to::think how to make it into a story'i" Vincent: saidAlleud. He
changed one,letterand then said:.,"I don't' know ' whet else to write ."
Ths researcher suggested,Ahat-I-Vincent could Hwrite about nose of the
things that he had discussed with his ,eother. 'Vincent answered, 7But I
don't ,knew how to make it into' thestory," and then,:decided to begin
all,over, 'again. Anotherene of his comments suggest* :an: interesting
relationshi0 between culture and audience. Since the piece was being
ritten for. a Young Authora", conferencG the ,researcher brought up

,Vineent'm intended :audience. She suggested that,many people might not
knew :about medicine' men, and that he could write to inform hia

,aUdionce:. ':', He replied, "But who wouldn't know *bout medicine men?'"
, auggeating,that his cOncept of audience does not:yet includea sense:of
these 'Wheal cultural :and knowledge base differ from his own. In the

...040 his pieCeHreflects both:what he hadlearned fromHothorsHabout
becoming a eedicine man aner.his own feelings about it; tho creation of
meaning here,servesilethexpository and expressive purposes.

Some day I would like to become a
medicine man just like somm of MY
uncles are. I wish I was one tight
pow. But I have tolcnow a lot of
Stuff before I:.can become A medicine
man. / have to know how to sing in
Papago and know hov to talk to the
ghosts and know when they are coming
and whun they are here. Only if I
knew how to become a medicine man.
The,End.'



Vincent's Text - Februa y, Year II

One,might attun that for Papago children to write about their culture
would mean primarily writing -about legends, the'desert, end other
:esPects: of their Native American culture. But their,culture,:also
includes Pac-Nen, Peanuts, ancLPink Floyd, all the elements of a more
:generel North :AMerican thirdand iourth7grade cmilture.' it is only to
the outaider- that these tvo sets of influendes- ate so separate; for
children their culture is for the most part a measles& whole.'

These children therefore also have images and ideas from popular
Culture: in their mental storehouse, and write 4deces reflecting:: and
ecosbining them. Gordon's- storyabout,Pac-Nan is one of many that
_e writton;:ny thtechildren when the Pac-Nan television program had

Just begun.



Psc Man iS esti
Baby Pac Man is
The ghosts ore
yne ether ghost
Mrs. Pac Man is
The Sun is burn
The tree IS say
The next day Pa
Then the gnosts
But Pac Man and

ng the gnost 0

helping Pac Man .

saying r " Help us . "
is SaYind r " I can't . "

100King for Baby Pao Man
ing the tree *
Inc p " Ouch . "

c han took Baby Pic Man for a walk In the pork .

were chasing Pac Man ana BatlY Pac Man 0
Baby Pac Man ate the ghost% up .

Young writers also create meaning out of the classroom culture
which surrounds them, a culture which includes not only 4nstruction but
childron's literature and other physical raeources, as well as the
other children in the classrooa. When the students were writing on
topics : of their own choice, story idea thought up by one atudent
would often be picked up by others sitting nearby and occasionally by
the whole classroom, so that therewas sometimes a whole spate of
stories about the desert or E.T. PE a wide :variety of stimuli are
available in the claasroom, children "will pick up on possible story
elements and rework them in their own ways' es Gordon did with a Paul
Bunyan story. He decided, he was goingyto draw and write about Paul
Bunyan being scared by a ,:mouee. This Paul Bunyan story was different
fro* the traditional ones; he's not a giant logger but a man in pAans
and a baseball shirt who gets scared by 0 mouse. _Gordon's teacher
aentioned that the part about the mouse may have cone from a story they
read as a class, but that the baseball partAms original. Gordon liked
this story a lot,, because of the humor of the hair flying up.

Gordon's Text & Picture February, Year II

One day when Paul Bunyan
comb his hair

Then Paul dunyan w
Theh PsUl dunyan went
But'.when Paul'BUnyan

a MOUSe
and Poul.:Ounyanrs nair flew uP
And .Poul Bunyan ran AAA,
and he ns4Sr combed nis noir 0

to Play easetall he rorc

k aria comer(' hiS heir
to play DaSe.ball

walking to tne baseball

In the air

Another important: source of whet children dicide to
their own idiosyncreclos and personal interests Elaine,

field a he See



often wrote stories where she ended up in the hospital. In a circus
story, she was riding on an elephant, fell off, and went to the
hospital. A piece about bicycle safety turned into a story of how she
crashed and had to go in the hospital because she broke her leg and had
"lots of scratches. too." In a third story, she and a friend ware
driving to town, got the sun in their eyes, and crashed; after the
police and ambulance came they ended up in the usual place. In real
life Elaine is not particularly accident-prone, but crashes and
hospitals ere obviously on her aind a lot.

Gordon often chose to write about religious themes; ono day After
being scolded on the playground he came in quite upset and proceeded to
do a very somber story and picture about J04114 dying on the cross.
Another day, he crested en unusual pixtaposition of ideazby writing
about an avalanch in Bethlehem, with Jesus :serving as a kind of
suporherohen asked how he got the 4dee, he said that he had first
thought of,3ust writing an avalariche story but then ,got the idea of
making it religious: "I was going to write a regular story, and then I
thought ilibout Jesus and Miry. and I just writed 'an avalanche,'" :and
then I wrote it in Bethlehem."

Bird (1984) has concluded that childre 's personal experiences
lmost always find their way into their written texts. Two of Anna's

stories illustrate this. She wrote a story in December of Year 1 based
on an aasigned topic, about a Christmas eli who gets hurt, is rushed to
the hospital, and aysteriously dies. Anna's mother indicated that
Anna's grandfather had been taken to the hospital and died about the
same tine that Anna wrote this story. In February, when the children
were assigned the topic of fairy tales, Anna wrote a story about a
queen who was poisoned, when something was added to her food. Anna said
she got the idea for her story from an incident that morning in the
cafeteria when some students surreptitiously put salt in others' food.

It is important to realize that personal content in writing
emerges spontaneously; if students are asked to do an activity like
)ournal-writing but not given the opportunity to develop their, own
purposes for doing it, it will be as constraining as any other
assignment, as Vincent demonatrated when he was told to write
3ournal entry." Journals had not been used in the classroom aince the
beginning of the year, and Vincent did not understand what the teacher
anted. H. was up and down in his seat three or four times getting the

right kind of paper, sharpening his pencil, and asking' his teacher
question. He finally'sat down, commenting, "I don't know what to write
about. How,do you write in a )ournal?" Then, half out of his seat, he
used his 'pencil to tap the shoulder of the girl sitting next to hie,and repeated his question: "How do you write in a 3ourna1?" "I don't
know," -the classaste replied emphatically, wincing from the
uncomfortable tap on her arm. This,researcher thn suggested to Vincent
that the 3ournal can be bout soaothing that has happened -in,one's life
or-something tht is going to happen. Vincent cede no response es he
continued to squire and to chaewfrom, , a Boated to a kneeling posw in
his- 'chair everY few seconds. This incident, which is full of
frustration, _fi-task behavior and very little writing, involves a
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student who ia soaewhat angry becalm- he doesn't understand the
teacher's expectation.

Assignments

n many classrooms, a- ignsents are an important part of
deter ining what children write about. The children in this study
wrote both in response to assignments and without them. Although
Graves found in _a previous study (1975) that_unassigned_ pieces are
longer and that "an environment that requires large amounts of assigned
writing inhibits the range, content, and amount of writing done by
children" (p. 235.), we saw a sore cosplewpattern. In Ms. Howard's
classroos, which included all the subjects during the first year of the
study, most writing was at least partially assigned; the curriculps was
structured around thematic unite,: with students usually choosing topics,
frost an assigeed list of ideas, pictures, or story-starters. Her
:classroom therefore provided an extensive picture of how chlldren
respond to asaignments. ' An assignaent definitely imposes constraints
on a young writer, but in a way that is eodified by the extent to which
the writer accepts the constraints -,end the teacher :insists on;thee.
Over and over again, these children demonstrated how they are :the ones
eho choose .(consciously or not) whether an:assignment will ::be the major
determiner of ,what a piece of writing will look, like aerely *
jumping-off point, or aomething in between. :These' choices .::weres
determined by ;differences between *the students, including:their
profigiency as writers' their interest in pleasing their teacher, and
their 4nterest,in a particular topic (BirdiA.980-.

Sose assignments were difficult for all the children, although
some children were sore successful with them than others. In November,
Xs. Howard asked the students to write imaginary diaries of child
pilgrims 'on the Mayflower. The intent was to produce a collaborative
effort, with all of the boys writing in a single male persona for
different dates and all of the girls in a female persona, so that the
final product would be several diary pages for each character. The
class chose a boy's name and a girl'a name for these characters. The
boy's name chosen was Micah Antone, which is a plausible name in the
Papago community but not, of course, a typical name on the Mayflower.
Ma. Howard spent quite a bit of time discussing the assignment with the
class. She stressed writing in the first person and writing about
things that might really helve happened, and elicited ideas from them
about what it might have been like on the Mayflower. Gordon wrote the
following piece:

,ane dey Moan Antone Went to-have rCaSt otn tne Pueolos
B.ut ii tney eenc: a storm Cam
and Mican Antone Uion't n3 wnat to de witn tna people .

Tnen all tne people ...ere mad



Gordon's Text - November, Year I

Gordon product wee a mixture of his teacher's and his own
intentions. Like every child we observed working on this assignment,
he wrote about his pilgrim character in the "third person rather than
the first. H. incorporated the fact that the pilgrims had a feast with
Native Americans (although not Pueblos, who are a Southwestern'tribe),
and that they faced storms at sea, and ended up with the beginning of'
what 'could have been, an adventure narrative. This assignment was a
difficultone for all the children, and Gordon dealt with it better
than sost,' in the sensel.hat he'was ableto produce a piece wi h some
:of the elements his teaCher had been looking for.

Another child in the class, writing in the male's persona,
produced a longer tekt but one which is far leas what Ms. Howard had in
mind.

ha's Text - November, Year I

Ma y..lohnson was nice.to her children.
Theyjiley on,the 'Mayflower.
!he lat.-Ahem...do what they wanted to do.
.Soaatimes..she..wes:sean',.to her children and didn't let then

,Hplay_beceuie.they_werknice.
So she doesn't let'thes play withtheir friends .

Their.friands, come:to her hcruse but Mary said that they
'ccUldn't play,.with.her'friends but so etime they Could
play-On-the Mayflower.

In this-case, the teacher7intended story of. a 'child pilgrim named Mary
johnson' ha* becOme:a_story of how. mothers. ::treat. -their .children,with:
thei(eyflOwers'estrving'likeHogient,''ployground. )ftry:_Johnsonbecomes ..
theitother''andthe.':,pronoun:-,referencies show .,Diena's''.:Anconsistency in

. , .

keeping th. teacher's characters- and'her own characters 'straight.-.

A writer who follows en esaigneent elosely'As not necesearily more
accomplisheitthan one who doesn't At the"beginning of her year in Mis,
Howord"icless0-,Hlaine 4ai very conCerned with trying to please,: her-,_
teacherv:end-stayed closivto the saigned topicOnit later in-the year
sho,Was'fwriting'more for herself .' Four-:. :of her: stories:fro* March:,
through :144iy ,were written as part Tffaur vary different curriculuaL.



units, in responsie to aaaignments in all cases, but are very similar in
that they all deal with imagined experiences from her own life. In a
story about the circus and one about "riding safe" on her bicycle, she
had accidents and went to the hospital. In a report about Egypt, the
country looked remarkably like Tucson, with motels, zoos, toy stores,
and ice cress cones. Saturn, in another piece, Was different from
home, with red sky and round-headed people, but Elaine stayed there
with her friend, May, and watched cartoons. In all four of theme texts
the b#0"ler-selected topic makaa an appearance briefly but than
Elaire4 *hire for self-expression takes over. This say be seen as a
refleiltice ;I her growing independence as a writer - she is able to use
a stek.y-atarter as a 3umping-off place but is not particularly
constceined by it; she writes based on what she wants to say rather
than being particularly concerned with the teacher a or the
atom- tarter'a intentions.

is important to consider the -ole of the teacher in this
process. The children who are beat able to handle the constraints of
assignments are ,those who take control of the process end decide how
eUCh they will let theaselvea be influenced by the assignaent. Often a
single child will over time exhibita range of choices, froa :,psying
Only Minimal attention to the assignment to trying to produce 3uat
what's expected. Ms. Howard yellowed this to happen. Although she was

-at:teatimes diaappointed when the stories produced by the children in
response to an esaignment didn't live up to her expectations she rarly
pressured them to change their work to fit those expectations.-

Genre and Style. .....
A ong with,deciding what to say, writing involves choices about

how to eay it; meaning is alwaya created in some fora. These young
writers explored a variety of genres and stylistic elements ss part'of
,their developaent.

Variety of Genres

The vast ma3ority of writing done during the two years of the
study took the: fore:of stories These smay 00 purely Ameginativ like

:.Gordon's Pac-Man story, fictionelized personal narrotive like Eleine
often :,:_wrote, ortrue-personal 'episodes.'like AnnesstorY of lier trip
to TuCson. When the children ittemPted ...,otheri genres, the impetus
uaually_ caste from the :..tacher. :1-Expository writing was moredifficult
for, theetudents. :101-..H'Hileiliard'is unit on the, Stateof, Arizona-ix
:xample of' this. Her goal-waiifor th etudente :to write research
papars,and she *pent s'good.deal of_ time talking wiWthia 'About how

referende lbooks1end whatform their pieces'should take.'
However,'::thia form 'of' expository :writing was:,atill too difficult or
,unfamilier forsome'of the children. Mary's piece about the state bird
is e classic example.
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Hary's Text, Year I

One day the state bird is going to get a worm.
He's going to eat the worm.
And he wants to get some more of the same worm.
And he's going to eat lots of It, lots of the wo
H. likes worms.

Some expository writing, however, was more successful. Ha.
Caldwell did not plan a research unit for her class but encouraged this
type of writing when a good opportunity for it occurrmd spontaneously.
A period of expoaitory writing came about as the reault of one child's
request for the teacher to help him find something to write about. She
suggested he try factual writing so ha wrote a report on a particular
breed of dog he was interested in. When he shared his writing with the
class, everyone wanted to do reports. Anna choae to do hers about the
planet Saturn.

Planet
10
5aturn i tne scOonti largest planet .2.

Saturn is the sixth planet frOm the sun
3.

Saturn is aIot Djjer tnan 4upiter
4.
Saturn has nine moons .

5.
It's mot a heavy planet
Ci
It nas at le1t 10 moons .

7.

The rings Make Saturn look vary Ocautiful
0

The rings are mum or
9.
It also has 1S mOona

Anna's Text - February, Year 2

Icy pieces of roc"( .

She began with consulting a World:Book encyclopedia, wrote,a bit,
coked back at the: encyclopediaistopped to think a minutei and then

aade:a coaaentto_ .thealsearcherabout not knowing what to.do next
:Tharersearcher and,Annatalked about the options :available and'.Anna
dedided,toread::.through:-. theleholencyclopedia erticie!:: Thetext of
the':enCycloPedia:waa difficuW for her; she finally gave ution'this
resource4n&got-another: book, which was_aven sore diffitUlt. She-put
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it away and got a book about space from another student. She found a
sentence she wanted to include in her text and began to copy it. The
remainder of the composing episode continued in the same vein.

During this 4nterchange of moving from one resource to another and
still another, an interesting event occurred. Anne noticed that three
different aources disagreed about the number of Saturn's moons. At
first, ahe concluded that the first source was the correct one, but
when the reeearcher asked her why, she CoUldn't eaiplalhher reasoning.
Then when she found the third source that said Saturn has fifteen
aeons, she decided it must be right because "it has the most." She
tried to grA her teacher's attention so she could ask bout the moons
but Ms. Caldwll was busy. The question was left unresolved, as the
final product,indicates.

Although she was a novice expos tory writer, Anna larned
, something about the process:that it can involve drawing information
from a variety of sourcea, which may not always agree'. It should be
noted, however,thatJter, usual prectice (which was typical of all the
children) was to copy directly from the source material rather then
ading,:reflecting, andwriting down her own, ideas-. It WaS only when

prompted that she esed -more sophisticated strategies such Oa reading a
whole article before writing what she'd learned from it, and trying to
evaluate discrepancies:between sources. Although these children have a :

long wayHto go before they can produce,polished expository pieces,,4t
:steam 'valuable to:let Children experiment with ,the form as well as to
read more expository materials. It is important thst teachers help
children develop functions for expository writing and to provide :many
realistic opportunities to write reports and other types of factual
iaformation.

'Students Also occasionally wrote pieces in a variety of oth
genres Letters were of various types, as these 3 examples show:

Anna's Text - November Year I

Dear Mr. and hrs.- Tote*,
:I am Sorry that your son died in e Qin,

felt sea for you .

I thine the next :Trinxt;iyinO you %mould nioe
But on Thank5o4ving I will rit eat you oecause I t,ln you are

nice penni.e .

cm'sorty your Son Boo died .
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Dana's Text - October, Year I

=you=proscanft
EkL,

_our=sch367:+7Fcgi,

-------

veasianaein

Oct. 29 1951 Gear Gnouis
_ liked yOur program Very *uch
and tnank you far coming to our Oehool tO0eY
Et was fun beina scared by yoU
Are yOu coming next year 7
I nO0O YOU dO
Love

Anna's Text - April, Year I

ains
_kV 6427-0_4(iftirafev,

7-

Opplif7=-1:

Deer Louell
How are yOu
I am doing fine
How was the operation ?
Wei Phrienix a long ride
How Song waS the operation
IS the haSpitai Wig ?
I like you very much
Froo A.Neva.

Anna's fIrst letter ia,a "fictional" one, while Dana's ia a real ono,
written to another class , who hid put on a Halloween presentation.
Thee* ware both assigned, but children a so: occesionally wrote
apOnteneoua ltt.rs, like Anne* second one, written to Louella, a
clasaroom,aide who was in, the hospital. In the second year 'of the

Pagett arranged:for her -class to have penpala in another
'part: of:-.the state, which provided an opportft ty td write real letters,
but to 'aoieone theylled never,a4t.

-Writing which:_ described something originally seen: 4a another
mediumappeared _iron time"-, to time. Elaine's favorite piece of writing

where she wee working from a picture.



Elaine's Text - January, Year I
and Picture Stiaulus

_ges)

6-1 TE..:_firbkres

rinSt caC

calL=shif

+cge%.5.=kt __Rut
1 _=e42T ;1,41115r..=2;ird'-

i

cap;

4 bisitILL±A4'

The Pay the Sioux Came to Town
One day the Sioux came to town because they

peep IA
She, had feathers and a Stick and oesign r in

hair A
-and she 'was a good dancer
They I lye wAy out in the Cesert -
They live In tepees
They put desktris on the tepees 0

They always 'wear dresses 0
The men wear moveasins and tne bo tom of a dress And novo
Feathers: too .

He wears ..bel Is too eno paints his arm
and a b.iack thing over his head p On

_ _

She began': this4riece :_about the'Siouxdancers es * story
-,yery quickly daught:up lwAheexciterient, oUtryingAo describethe

,aanner Has .-.,possible. :Because _abut 'we
42tteaptinghis ginre ',Jorthe first:titme,thare Terar*Osecohesion
probleae resulting:fros,exophoric:reference, andH the4aece doesn"theye
'any:paiticuler internel logic, 'since she wrot. about aspects of'the
i:oietureas-.thety:_struck her eye.

In Na joag tt'a class the ohildren Occaeionally watched short
files in .olass and then wrote eb04: '.thea: children 'An,40.1 thris
classrooms also wrote about movies they'd seen outside of school, such

aro wears t.Ckç on Ills neao
Iboons on nis arms

but was
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as Gordon's retelling of "The Cross and the tchblade":

-don's Text - February, Year II

Jh.ti

---- - ---- -- - ... z

Ike Cross and the Switchblade .

tiy a Men was surrounoed BY gang of other men 6'- The men hod bats blades 0 criains ano axes to kill people
Then the man trie to jump over a fence
but the gang just pulled the man down and started to hit him anstick him
end the man lied .

The men that killed the otner man had tO Co to court 6

This kind,of writing makes special demands; the,writer suaticomaunicate
the,experienceof the picture, film, or other content to a,reader Who
is not ,necessarily,famillar with it. When the writer'a sense of
atadience ia not well developedv as'inEleine's case, lock of, cohesion
due to allipeia and exophoric referenda& may result. Again;Areater
proficiency: in,the genre will come about through experiences with: it
and through:appropriate tesaher gubitailaft.

A genre th amerged,.onlyHonce,:during the study was poetry;
Howard spent:moat of one week's` writing ties:, having her close write
haiku; a Japaneaa,verseform often used :141 elementary achool'wri_ing '
because:of its ,apparent simplicity. Eleins'aexperience with it
suggestivaosevofi-the:issues involved when children ere asked to write
in unfamiliar genres.

n March 25, Elaine _empted a haiku, which was a very different
kind of writing from any she'd done previously. Two days before, Ma.
Howard had,told the class about what a haiku is and they had written
eee together* Ihe ,elementa.thet she stressed in her instruction were:
the 5/7/5 syllabi*" pattern of the haiku: nature as the usual -,eub3edt
matter for haiku;- end -poetry as being made up'of wordipicturei that
aren't necessarily complete sentences. She alao gave the students
handout sumaarizing these Points and others.

On-:the,day that we observed,Elaine, the children were asked to
individual haikus. .She chose tO write about the desert,and was

quits absorbed in the teak and'intrigued by the genre, clapping out
syllabies as she went in order to'fit into th haiku, form. Her first
version read as follows:(The nUabers at the ends of the lines ere the
syllable counts that Ns.-Howard had asked them to Include.)
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Desert is ho d and fall 5
there is losted,of trees 7
I like the desert 5

She was quite pleased with it. Since she had miscounted the syllables
and thought she had produced a 5/7/5 pattern, the researcher pointed"
this out to see how she'd react. When she realized she'd actually
produced a 6/5/5 pattern, she chose to illaVO the pees as it was, but
did_change the numbers to reflect the actual syllable count. She then
caked the researcher to edit with her: she liked the content but wanted
help with capitalization and spelling. With the researcher's help she
capitalized thiabeginning of each line and corrected the 'spelling of
HOT, FUN, and LOTS.

:At thisypoint Ms. Howard , chose to come over to work with E eine.
She began to :suggest changes so that the haiku -would- be more
descriptive end picturesque and have the correct syllable count. She
asked questions such aa, What makes the desert hot? Whit sakes it
funr-", and wrote parts oU Elaine's anewers on her paper-. She told
Elaine_that An a poem you write picturei rather than sentences and at
aaa4:painta had her close her eyea'to picture the'desert better. When
they had generated a number of image*, Ma. Howard worked with Elaine to
cut' down the_nuiber of syllables in Heackline. At the end of this
session, Elaine's paper looked like this:

Elaine 0:Text - March Year

The inal version of thejsaiku, which Elaine was to
Desert is hot, fun
Hot desert,:the sun sh
Fun,Hhappy, running

This isasuch closer lt to Ma. Howard'
Elaine preferred her original veraion.
the study, Elaine had gradually assumed a
her, writing, but, on this occasion she
she'd clearly ,felt in relation to her
resulted was in a aens* more Ms. Howard'a

copy over, read:

idee of what a haiku is, but
Throughput the first year of

,grester eons* of central ,amar_
couldn't retainthe: ownership
first draft. The Piecethat
writing then Elaine's.

The probless that arose here are not because of the unfamiliar
genre ,itself: Elaine was in fact quits captivated by the chanCe to
experiaant with this new fors. The difficulty CIAO when more *aphasia
was put on -the haiku form itself than on-the expression'of the child
who 'wrote it. Thia episode suggests, a 'useful general'touchstone for
exploring varied genres with children-as they write: 'even young
elementary school children are`capable cd writing in a wide variety of
proaodic and poetic forms, and indeed are likely to enjoy doing ao, but
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they Rust always be allowed to use the fore in a way that
cosfortable for them. They need many opportunit es to eXp o_
different genres, and the child swat always retain both inte --t and

nerahip in the piece.

Styli tic Choices

These young writers explored a number of stylistic options as they
wrote. The choices they made suggest that they ara involved in a
process of playing with a variety of stylistic forms and of geining
increasing knowledge and control of how :written language works! Some
statements about What we have seen in these children's writing suggest
he diversity of:learning involved.

le Children used both reality and fantasy in their writ ng
A piece of Elaine's Le a nici Illustration of the blend of reality

and fantasy that is typical of her stories.
:

Elaine s Text - November, Year II

11WrI

ct

umn d

.1rA

One day I went o thebucis",-5A;7-7V;a.
I we% in tne Roaeo .

1 was the Rodeo Queen
went to the parniva

I rode the rouna-up
When it stopped I went to
and the ROdeo mils starting

She almost certainly did go to the rodeo and carnival end ride in the
round-up, but was,not the rodeo queen or a rider in the rodeo. In moat
cokes, nelY knowledge of Elaine's life, not the story .itself, late the

&der know how much of a story is true (Bird, 1984). Interestingly,
ne story she erote that, was entirely based'on her real life,"which

wee about being-afraid of going on a ride called the "round-up." la the
most unified of her piecea, perhaps because ita scope is defined by the
logic of the incident rather than the range a her imagination.
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Elaine's Text - Novae Year II

Eine dAy I wanted to ride the rounoup
I got scared .

After: I rode tne roundup I was not Scareo anymore .I got the nand Of it
I kept riding it .

Then I rode with my cOuSin *

She said , " How Come yOu didn,
I 'said ,-" aecakis.e I was scared
me and my Ordth.er went home
I miSSed the tarnival

ride
"

th us on the first time 7 "

El.ine alma stated in her interview dealing wi h this group of atori _

-that this one was her favorite because "it's true...It's not fun if
they're not true." She mentioned that it -an the first factual story
she'd written.

Anna wrote realistic tories sosetines and fantasy at other tises.
When easigned to write an omter apace story An Year I, Anna manipulated
ihe topic to suit heraelf. She didn't really write a space story but
instead wrote about a iealistic phenoaenon which say have happened to
her personally, that Of waking up end not knowing where she was. During
Year,II, Anna wrote many stories growing out of real events such as the
Arizona State Fair and trips to-Tucaon and Rocky Point, Mexico. Anna
indicated she likes to make her readers laugh or show surprise when
they read or, listen to her pieces, which lied her to write , sore
imaginative pieces on occaaion. She especially liked a,piece about',
winning lottery beciuse she felt it was exciting to win money and-go
to places'llke Hawaii and Mexico. It is hare we see the dreamer in
Anna.

Gordon tended i

fantasies often began in
Noveaber of Year II (shown
incident and extrapolated from

antasy then realism, , though his
_tic situation. In his story ,in

-lie p. 12), ha began with a real
it to the! aupernatural.

.

Gordon described how he Act the idea for
father took me to 6:footbal1:gasel:3ust'deoided to
the,sonster." Ha 'theayadde&thatin:rial life it
when ha came home from the football game, and
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monsters. Hi echer commented on tho way it begins with a re lit' ic
incident of being hit on the heed with a rock and then goes in the
direction of fantasy. She appreciated the plot twist, the way it
"could be taken from <a real, incident and then changed into a crative
figure." It is typical of Gordon, to start e story in a low-key
uneventful way in order to eet a scene and provide a context for his
isaginatien to :work Oh. -His ideas often came not before he begin to
write:but during the process of writing, so that a beginning drawn,from
real life may have been the easiest way to set the process:in motion.
Every:once in a while, ha wrote a more ''realistic story such ea the one
about thejmll,rider at the rodeo (shown earlier,4o. 35)atisn't known
if Gordon basedthisatory directly, on an incident hA:saw or juot, but
he Certainly 'could have. His teacher:'commented "it"ess imeginative
'than soae :. of his others," becauie "it's usually what: happens at the
rodeo.-It could be elmost factual." Gordon'a Olot structure ilas e
cleor-interestingHeequence of events, which Gordon recognized himself
when discussing this( story-4e an interview. He said it'A a good story
beceues thez4der luspson the fence "ed,h4 could,be safe," and because
"it also has theclowns in it, chasing the bull,,awey." Perhaps When
Gordon :is writing a'Atory based on real events,- he can structure the
:plot *ore tightly since he :already: knows sore specifically what the
sequence of events is going to be.

Children had
atories

en-- of the beginning,: iddle, and end of

_ly consistently throughout the study, the children wrote
ories with a clear sense of a beginning, middle and end. Gordon,
r instance, was able to write about a large variety of topice and to
intain a strong story senaa through them all. Ms. Caldwell commented

that he "seems to have a story line right from the beginning (of the
year)," and that he usually sticks to one topic: "He doesn't 400M tO
past go to one thing and then skip and then come back like some kids
do." This is even seen LI one of his earliest pieces.

Gordon's Text Novemb Year

OPe 'lay a turtle,' got out or"his home
His aOthar was morrieJ aaout nim
(He Mai weImin in .tna $1.000$
'Arlo ne Gicit eaten uO

<1'

This is a very short _and simple story but has an obvious beginning,
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middle, and end, showing that Gordon had a sense of story right from
the beginning of the study. Although many of his stories don't have a
real ending, this usually appeared to be due to lack of time rather
then to his lacking a sense of how plots develop.

Elaine, by contrast, writes stories that ere somewhat less tightly
structured. For instance, a snowman story ahe wrote in Year I changes
from a third-person narrative to a first-person one about herself.

Elaine's Txt - December, Year

One day the sun came out
and the snowman NA$ odt
And N. maltea
And I -started Ea cry
arid my mom gra DEICK from. murkAnd I ClOt bACk from school

.

The sen once at rtedto cry a a bridge between th part
about the snowman and the second part, which is _ a piece of a
"daY-in the- -7type narrative.

however, Elaine gained gre ter control of this aspect of story ,

etructure'over,:the :.course of the study.. By :April Tof Year XI, she was
able ..to.use a very, simple, picture ase starting -.point to develop_.:a
itrongly plotted story; her sense of-story structureAA shown by her
final sontence,,"50 that's how it all' hoppeni -"

a Text - April Year II
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Una day the sUn Came up .

Me and Monica were going to town
'Then the Sun waS up I

And it was brlghting in our eyes
Tnen we CouldnIt see
and we almost went orr tne road .
Then we Started to cry
But we Crashed
Then tne police came And the ambu ance
And we get in the hospital
So that's hOw it all happened 2The End

Her teacher liked thi* a ory quit. a bi she felt it was both cre me
and realistic-and liked the uw of detail: '"If you live out here and
you go to, town in the morning' that's what heppens. The'sun
your eyes."

In, general, Elaine's compositions from Year II show a much
stronger sense of story than those fros Year I. For instance, five of
her .stories-from early in Year II have a clear chronological order;
although a story may move episodically from one topic to another, the
events seem t least temporally connected , rather than disjointed. The
change in Elaine'a story_ sense &tends out very clearly when comparing
her Year II story, about being the rodeo queen (shown earlier' p. EE)
with a rodeo,story from Year I. In the Year I story, all that happen&
(in 101,words) is that various people go to the rodeo, go home, goto
school, an&oet sad. In the Year II story, in 42 words she,sticka to
one character (herself ) anA has a clear series of varied events.

Children we-
plot

aware of and used hucor, imagery, and richne

Examples of this can be seen in three incidents. First of all,
Anna aays she likes one of her pieces becauseof the aurpriae ending.. .

She called the ending-"a joke" and laughed every time she read it. The
claskpraised her highly when she read it aloud to them; they liked the
,ending, too.

Second dur ng' Year I, the students were asked to write about what,
.circus :act-they would like to be.:Gordon added a, typically vibrant
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touch, about lions being whipped so they would 3u5 p through flaming
circles. Although this was a very short story, no more than a vignette
really, it created an image very effectively.

Finally, Gordon, in an interview, said that good writers are those
who write funny stories and stories with "interesting stuff put in.°
When asked why he liked one of his stories less than Some others, he
saidj 'It's 3ust about going in somebody's houset I mean it sounds
boring like."
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CONCLUSION
COMPLEXITY OF MEANING CREATION

Eve y piece of writing produced by the children in this study is a
c mplex literacy event. The complexities of the processes involved in
composition can be characterized as a collection of constraints,
influences, or impacts on the making of meaning which stem from at
least three sources: the literacy community, the writer, and the witten
text, all tranaacting with each other. Transaction is used in
Rosenblatt's (1978) sense of the dynamic casing together of all these
forces in such a way that they are all changed as a reault of their
contacts. The literacy community includes the influences of the hose
and school community on the background and experiences of the writer.
It includes the nature of the writing assignments, the organization of
the classroom, including the accessibility of materials and other
resources, and the opportunity for exchange of ideaa and sharing of
writing with teachers and peers. The written text constrains the
literacy event through the linguistic systems which can be manipulated
during the evolving nature of the text.The writer provides all hia or
her knowledge, 3udgements and attitudes about language and language
competence and bout how the evolution of the written text is
controlled.

Whet we see 4n our sub3eCts_ isAheir developing control over:all
hesejaators.._ They effectively participate in the complex_ neture of
sucb a literacy vent each:time':that they write. -Inorder. for writing
aseerch,': ...to be lleeningful., researchers., must take into,aceount' the

4ynamic:Hnature_,,of.:Aill ,these transactions. In order to ',facilitate
riting for childreb in schoola teachers' and" curriculum personnel muat
acknowledgethe complexity:of:the process.

, Educators knowenough about
how children develop writing:to free themLfromthe aterile claseroom
'.wherechildren stay in their seats:luietly writing single narrowly
concei4ed assignments provided bylthe': teacher,. As .:professionala,
concerned withAhe language arts,-'we:have to'find ways to:*ake use:of
,thw:::richness::ofthe literacy j.community, to vslueand .:truatthe
.evolution:::of the: written tex.t.':4ndto apprecieto thestrengtha and
knowledge:: 1TitioranAnAlierY _writer. '4n ouch e mannerH, the cleseroom

&cher' will provide a rich:, environment and invite every writer:to
:participate wearly1::as possible in the writing process - which alwaYa :
nvolves the making of ceaning .
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